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Even walls fall down

African-American
enrollment highest
ever at University
BY ERIN RICHARDS
STAff WRITER

Shemeka Owens pinpointed the difference
between an African-American students and a white
student traversing campus.
"When we walk around campus, we've pretty
much talked to everyone we see (who is AfricanAmerican)," said Owens, senior from Radcliff.
Although Murray State has a predominantly
white student population, some faculty members
and organizations are
attempting to increase
the African-American
presence on campus.
The University is
enjoying its highest
African-American total
and
undergraduate
enrollments at 525 and
447 students, respectively.
Doris Clark-Parham,
Adventures in Math and
Science program director
and former associate
director of school relations of African-American recruitment, said
much work was done to promote a university
where students feel comfortable on campus. It wasn't always easy.
"Six or seven years ago it was much more difficult to recruit African-Americans," Clark-Parham
said. "MSU was not seen as a place where students
of color would feel welcome. The first AfricanAmerican was admitted in the 1960s- that wasn't
that long ago."
Now the University provides numerous programs and events targeted at recruiting African·
American high school seniors.
"We ask African-American alumni for names of
students we could recruit and we have AfricanAmerican Achievers Programs," Parham said.
Don Cook, current associate director of School
Relations of African-American recruitment, said
the University has taken many steps to recruit
African-American students.
"Honors Day Seminars for distinguished high
school juniors and seniors, scholar bowl competitions, 'Day on Campus' programs and dessert
receptions are part of the recruitment process,"
Cook said.
Tina Stackens, fr~shman from Jackson, Tenn.,
was drawn to the University after attending one of
Please see
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ENROUMENT/16

Ryan Brooks/The New:.

Carr Health's renovation includes repairing damaged classrooms In the front of the building caused by water leaks behind the plaster
walls. The project is scheduled to be completed In July. See page 7 for more photos and information.

Local stores predict DVD players will rise in popularity
Bv LisA WHEAT
NEWS EDITOR

Local video and electronic stores have
seen a flood of interest in DVDs and their
players in the past year, and owners predict
within five years the VHS tape will be as
obsolete as the record album.
"I've been in the (movie) business since
1981 and I think the DVD is probably the
most exciting thing I've seen happen to the
business," Tony Allen, Video Gold manager,
said.
Video Gold is selling half of its older VHS
tapes to make room for incoming DVDs. The
rental store's disc collection numbers about
1,000 selections and is continually growing.
VHS tapes still outnumber DVD:. about 4to-1 in that store. Allen said by next year this
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Automobile insurance
agencies offer discoun ts to
students who achieve a 3.0
GPA or better.
•see Page 6

Chris Eden says
the Reptile and
Amphibian Society
educates students
about the benefits of
these creatures.
•see Page 4

ratio will be about so-so.
"I'll always be in the VHS business, but
the DVD is by far the fastest growing electronic equipment ever been introduced to
the market," Allen said.
·
DVDs have enhanced sound and picture
quality. In addition, many movies offer
additional scenes, soundtracks and star
interviews not available on the VHS versions. DVDs also don't require rewinding.
"When they (customers) watch a DVD,
they're hooked," Allen said." As long as you
don't scratch that DVD, it will be good for
your great, great grandchildren."
Jason Adams, sales manager of Telephone
Electronics, said DVDs will be more popular
after recording devices become affordable
for the average consumer. He said
rewritable discs are on the market, but the

College l ife
A new computer network in

the residential colleges gives
students access to files on
other students' computers.
•see Page 10

computer or television recorders run about
$1,500.
"They (recorders) will be down to the
$500-600 mark this Christmas- that will be
the end of the VCR," he said.
Last Christmas, Telephone Electronics
sold about 400 DVD players and about 20
VCRs. Adams said technology-oriented people purchased DVDs first, but now the price
is low enough for the average consumer.
"When they reached the $240 point, they
started to your average customer, versus
your high-ended opter," he said, adding the
store offers single-disc Sony players for that
price.
Ben Milligan, Radio Shack assistant manager, said the store sells out of single-disc
DVD players almost as soon as they are in
Please see DVDs/16

Check out the
College Life
section for more
technological
wonders.

Sports
Racer
volleyball
player
Jessica
Wood tried
out fo r the national team
last weekend.
•see Page 14

Check out our official
site on the Internet,
www.thenews.org for
more in-dep th
coverage of MSU.
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Rain
Rain

j!iigh:63
Low:29
Saturday:

tly cloudy
jgh : 34
Low: 24

Sunday:
Mostly cloudy
High: 51

Low: 35
Monday:
;Mostly cloudy

A $125,000 gift from The Humana
Foundation to the department of
modern languages created a travel
scholarship opportunity for students
who have studied a foreign language
for at least two years.
This scholarship will allow students to experience the culture, history and people of another country.
The Humana Fund for Modern
Languages Scholarship applications
are currently available at the department in Faculty Hall and may be submitted until April 15. Students
should hear within two weeks after
submission if they have been selected.

}tigh : 54

Low: 36

Valentine's Day celebration
Includes songs and sweets

Tuesday:
Scattered
sh owers
tHigh: 57

Low:39
Wednesday:
:Mostly cloudy
;High: 59
Low:39
Thursday:
Mostly cloudy
H igh : 42
Low: 26

Murray State music professors
Susan Kane and Stephen Brown will
fill the Performing Arts Hall on
Wednesday at 8 p.m. with love
songs. Local restaurants will serve
gourmet desserts and coffee. A special guest will read Shakespeare poet-

ry.
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Foundation provides foreign
language scholarship

Today:

The Hurray State News

/

The event is a fund-raiser for the
Athena Festival 2001 and there is a
suggested donation of $5 at the door.

American Cancer Society
provides academic rewards
The American Cancer Society's College Scholarship Program gives
young cancer survivors the opportunity to pursue an undergraduate
degree from an accredited university,
com munity college or vocational

technical school. The society awards a
$1,000 scholarship for each academic
year.
Alabama, Arkansas, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Mississippi or Tennessee
residents who have had a cancer diagnosis before age 21 are eligible. Current applicants must not be older than

25.
Eligible students should contact the
American Cancer Society at 800-ACS2345 for an application packet. Applications are due March 1 for consideration for the 2001-02 year.

MunaySbdepnieao~

to write biography of general
Greenwood Publishing Group of
Westport, Conn., specializing in the
publication of history books and
texts, awarded a book con tract to
two Murray State professors.
Ken Carstens, a nthropology p rogram director in the geoscience
department, and Nancy Carstens, a
master's degree candidate in the history department, are two of the
authors chosen to write the biography titled, "The LHe of General
George Rogers Clark 1752-1818: Triumphs and Tragedies."
This is the first edited biography of
General George Rogers Clark, who
was the military leader in charge of
the Old Northwest Territories,
including Kentucky, during the
American Revolution.

Wickliffe research center
searching for volunteers
The Wi~liffe Mounds Research
Center is looking for volunteers.

Carla Hildebrand, assistant director, said the center staff is looking for
people who are interested in museums, history, archaeology, education
and Native Americans to work as
members of its team.
Volunteers are needed to assist staff
members as tour guide, in visitor services and with special projects.
The first meeting of the year for
individuals interested in volunteering
is Saturday at 1 p.m. at the Wickliffe
Mounds Welcome Center.
For more information, phone 270335-3681, e-mail the center at
wmounds@brtc.net or visit the center's Web site at http:/ /campus.murraystate.edu/org/wmrc/wmrc.htm.

Rotary club scholarship
applications now available
Murray Rotary Club applications
for the Rotary Ambassadorial Scholarships are now available in Student
Affairs in Ordway Hall.
The scholarship is for the 2002-{)3
academic year and fully funds students to study in another country.
Applicants must be Kentucky residents and have com pleted at least
two years of university work. The
deadline for applications is Feb. 28.
For further information, contact Student Affairs at 762-6831.

Owensboro recovering drug
addid to speak on campus
Recovering drug addict Chris Hunt
will speak at 7 p .m. Thursday in the
Curris Center Barkley Room. Hunt is
an intervention specialist at Owensboro Middle School.
The Black Student Council is spon-

Karri Rubeck/The News

A fond embrace:

Michael Powers, senior from Paducah, .
and Sara Angelly, freshman from Paducah, relax near Pogue Library.

soring the event.

Arena open for recreation
Racer Arena is now available for
recreational use through Spring
Break.
The hours will be noon to 6:30p.m.

Monday through Thursday and:
noon to 10 p.m. Sunday.

Campus Briefly is compiled by Assis-'
tan/ News Editor Marci Owen and:
Assistant College Lifo Editor Scott Gib-:

son.
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University Store
CURRIS CENTER
20TH ANNIVERSARY SALE
Friday, Feb . 9 - Friday, Feb. 1 6
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
M.V. SPORT
Boxed or Rolled Tshirts

I'

:,

,,

20% OFF

in Oxford, Navy or Gold

M.V. SPORT
Navy long Sleeve T-shirt
with center chest
& sleeve <:1esign

REG. $12.95
2 for $20.00

S-XL REG. $1 6.95
XXL REG. $18.95

20% OFF

$2.00 OFF
Coffee & Tee
M.V. coffee mug
stuffed
with oxford T-shirt
REG. $14.95

Select Group
Winter Jackets
Incl. Polar Fleece, Berber
and Letterman Jackets.

REG. $49.95-$189.95

20% OFF
Entire Stock
Crew Neck
Sweatshirts
Adults REG. $21 .95-$39.95
Childrens REG. $15.95-20.95

20% OFF
CLASSIC SPORTSWEAR
Navy long Sleeve T·shirt
with oxford striping

REG. $29.95-$39.95

TAKE AN EXTRA
20% OFF
Entire Stock
Sportswear Clearance

"Red Tagged"
Merchandise

20% OFF
JANSPORT
Full-Zip
Hooded Sweatshirts
REG. $29.95-$39.95

$2.00 OFF
with any purchase
Funflex
Logo Keychain
REG. $2.95

20% OFF
M.J. Soffe
Oxford long Sleeve T-shirt

with 3 location design
REG. $18.95

Feb. 9@8P.m.
KISS Tribute Band

20% OFF
CAMP DAVID
Long Sleeve Waffle
Crew Neck Shirt
REG. $31.95

20% OFF
Navy Fleece Vest
with athletic gold trim
REG . $31.95

20TH ANNIVERSARY SALE

Doors OPen @7P.m.
CALL OUR INFO LINE AT 270·575-0038

))
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Two students arrested in Franklin •PoliceBeat
Thursday, Feb. 1
on drug trafficking charges
12:20 a.m. Subject was arrested
BY LISA WHEAT
NEWS EDITOR

Justin Ray "Leo" Pratt, freshman from Russellville, an d
Charles R. Moore, freshman
from Adairville, were arrested
around 11 p.m. Tuesday and
charged with trafficking within
1,000 yards of a school and pos-session of drug paraphernalia.
The students were arrested at
Franklin College room 131.
A Murray State Public Safety
officer called Calloway County
Sheriff's Department's narcotics
officer Det. Kevin Mighell to
make the arrest after learning of
the illegal activity, Sh eriff Stan
Scott said.
The officer found SO grams of
marijuana, in addition to drug
paraphernalia.
Scott said at a little more than
two ounces, the amount of marijuana found was not signifi-

TEE IT UP

cant.
"It sounds like a lot, but it is
not," he said.
Scott said the crime is a
felony because the students
were trafficking within 1,000
feet of a school.
The crime is punishable by
one to five years in jail.
Pratt was released from Calloway County Jail on Thursday
on a $2,500 cash bond. Moore
was released Wednesday on the
same bond.
Both students were arraigned
Wednesday and have a preliminary h earing date scheduled
Tuesday.
Mike Young, assistant vice
president of Student Affairs,
said he was looking into the
case and had not yet met with
the students as of Thursday
afternoon. A University Judicial
Board hearing date has not been
set.

MILLER

for taking money out of a Coke
machine at Bradley Book Company on Chestnut Street.
12:38 a.m. An individual came
to the University Police Department requesting an officer. The
individual was afraid a friend
was going to attempt suicide.
1:28 a.m. An officer assisted the
Murray Police Department
with a fight in progress at the
Pike Lodge.
12:10 p.m. Graffiti was being
spray painted in Hart College.
A report was taken and it is
under investigation.
2:14 p.m . A computer mouse
was stolen from a Faculty Hall
compu ter lab.
7:52 p.m . A caller reported a
person in a Clark College room
that would n ot leave.

Friday, Feb. 2
3:56 a.m. A subject was arrested
at Franklin College.
6:32 p.m. There was no heat in a

3

Springer College room.

Saturday, Feb. 3
12:03 a.m . There was an alcoh ol
violation in a White College
room. In dividuals were made
to dispose of the alcoh oL
12:31 a.m . Jon Adair, freshman
from Mayfield, was arrested for
DUI at University Tlre.
12:43 a.m . A caller reported
suspicious activity in College
Courts. The caller said th ere
appeared to be three individuals, and one looked to be getting thrown around. Officer
said individuals were preparing to leave for a party and
were dancing.
1:59 a.m. A citation was issued
for possession of alcohol by a
minor at University Tue.
10:37 a.m. A toilet in the women's bathroom on the Faculty
Hall fourth floor w as continually flushing.
5:35 p.m. A fire alarm went off
at H art College.

Sunday, Feb. 4
2:07 a.m. There was a noise
com p laint in 300 block of College Courts.
4:36 p.m. A bike was reported
stolen from Waterfield Library
the previous night.

Monday, Feb. 5
7:45a.m. A student reported her
vehicle had been hit in the Dorm
Circle parking lot.
9:49 p.m. A pair of jearis were
reported stolen from a Hester
College laundry room.
9:56 a.m. A resident was found
in possession of alcohol in
Regents College.
3:31 p.m. A subject reported her
vehicle had been hit while
parked in the Regents College
parking lot.

Tuesday, Feb. 6
4:50 p.m. The smell of marijuana was reported in a White College room.
10:39 p.m. A caller reported the

smell of marijuana on the
Regents College third floor. ,
Upon arrival, the officer founa ~
...
no marijuana.

VVednesda~

Feb. 7

1:27 a.m . Individual reported
the housing staff rummagn;g
through the garbage at Springer
College. Caller said it had happened at least 3 or 4 times.
12:16 p.m. A subject called to
report he had hit a parked car in
the Curris Center lot.
•
6:51 p.m. A caller reported her
bookbag stolen while she was
asleep in the Waterfield Ubrary.
The bookbag was found in the
parking lot.
·
Racer Escorts - 6
M otorists Assists • 11

Police Beat is compiled by Marci
Owen, assistant news editor, from
materials available from Public
Safety. All dispatched calls Qre not
listed.

-----------------~
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Start Losing
Weight Todayl

COURSE

Murray State University
Green Fee

Welcome Home!

Guest $17
•MSU faculty, staff& seniors $12
•MSU students and junior golfers (under 18) $9
1\vilight $9
•Discounts are not ~iven on weekends or holidays
Apnl- September

MSU Student Green Fee Pass

Annual (full privileges) $400
Spring, Fall, or Summer semester $125

Cart Rental (includes tax)
Pull Carts $2
Riding Carts
Nine Holes $10
Eighteen Holes $20

Club Rental $6

*Under New Management

10°/o Off with MSU Student ID

All
You
Can
Eat
Buffet
Fresh Buffet, FreshDessert, Salad & Ice Cream
OPEN DAilY

Driving Ran2e

Small bucket $130
Large bucket $2.50

TODAY!

CttlN/1 l'UfffT

Call
767-0780

Riding ~rts are required on weekends and holidays
OPEN YEAR-ROUND
For reservations call 762-2238
www.murraystate.eduJmWergolf

• Mon. - Thur.: 10:30 a.m.- 10 p.m.
• Fri. & Sat.: 10:30 a.m. - 10:30 p.m .
• Sun.: 10:~0 a.m.- 9:30p.m.
600 N. 12th St. (Next door to Taco John's)
Central Shopping Center • Murray
(270) 753-8916

lJJie qentfemen of.9L{pfiaSigma Pfii wouU {iKf to invite tfie fo{fowing
to tlieir Crusfi 'Dance feb. 13, 9 p.m. at Woodmen of tfie Wor{tf
Courtney Allen
Maria Alonte
Chelsea Anderson
Angela Arnold
Melissa Arnold
Whitney Arnold
Melissa Baker
Sara Bailey
Wendy Barger
Kathy Barnes
Shay Barnes
Annie Barton
Marie Bates
Stephanie Bedard
Brea Bennett
Rebecca Bolen
Detreous Boros
Stephanie Botsch
Natalie Bringham
Maria Brock
Lori Brown
Emily Burroughs
Whitney Burroughs
Whitney Bushart
Kacey Candate
Ktystal Carnahan
Cristy Caylao
Bethany Chadwell
...._.___ Lindsay Chamberlain
Jessica Cherry

Janna Choate
Stacy Clark
Emily Cleaver
Christy Clouse
Whitney Coleman
Katie Conrad
Stacy Cook
Carrie Cornacchia
Amanda Cox
Ashley Crook
Toni Crum
Jamie Danner
April Day
Laura Davidson
Wendy Davis
Lane Dennison
Amy Deweese
Sara Drake
Katie Dunman
Tori Dunn
Sarah Elliott
Becky Fatheree
Brittany Fisher
An1ber Flood
Martha Fraier
Rebecca Francis
Elanj Georgio
Amy Green
Kaci Greer
Jane Hall

Ashley Hailston
Julie Hallemeier
Audrey Han1ilton
Stephanie Hamlett
Beth Harney
Jennifer HaiTis
Hailey Hartman
Susan Hatcher
Leslie Haviland
Elizabeth Hawkins
Lori Hayes
Rachel Heaton
Ashley Heir
MollyAnne Henshaw
Ashley Hensley
Kelley Heppner
Kristi Bettenhausen
Julie Hoffman
Whitney Holland
Andrea Horn
Beth House
Brandy House
Holly Hudson
Jennifer Huffins

Christian !twin
Katrina James
Beth Jarboe
Casey Jenkins
Ashley Johnson
Kristin Johnson
Vicki Jones
Hattie Kennedy
Nikki Key
Joanna Kind
Alissa Lamb
Jamie Lee
Jessica Long
Heather Martin
Laura Mattingly
Ashley Meador
Natalie Meeks
Amanda Miller
Emily Miller
Brandi Minter
Bridget Mitcham
Sue Moore
Marilee Morgan
Kim Morris

Jenny Moss
Millicent Nesbitt
Jodi O'Connell
Nikki Orazine
Cheryl Osting
Shannon Ozaras
Shelley Page
Mary Susan Partin
Jillian Payne
Laura Pendleton
Sara Perdue
Jamie Perkins
Kelli Petermeyer
Leslie Petway
Michelle Powell
April Putnam
Whitney Quire
Sarah Relken
Erin Richards
Amanda Richardson
Lori Rodgers
Joanna Roetteis
Amy Ross
Holly Rudd
Julia Sholar
Bonnie Smith
Ginger Smith
Jessica Solomon
Beth Southard
Sarah Spears

Jill Speicher
Kacey Stark
Stacey Stephen
Shelley Strickland
Laura Sykes
Jesse Taylor
An1y Todd
Tonya Trout
Barbie Trowhridge
--::....oo"W.-..
Amy Turley
Sara Utley
Brittany Varvel
Jamie Vierkant
Annie Walker
Rachel Walker
Kearra Wallace
Stephanie Warford
Stephanie Watson
Sarah Weaver
Laura Whitsitt
Julie Williams
Sara Will iarnson
Julia Wilson
Katie Wilson
Monica Wilson
Jackie Wise
Jenny Woods
Heather Yates
Ashlynn Young
Jennifer Young
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ViewPoint

LOREE STARK
762-4468

VIEWPOINT EDITOR:
PHONE:
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Question Student sharing comes with problems
of the
Week
Our View
ISSUE:

RESNET OFFERS

STUDENTS THE

OPPORTUNITY TO

SHARE FILES IN
THE RESIDENTIAL
COLLEGES.
POSITION:

If you could add any
course to Murray
State's curriculum,
what would it be?
11

ALTHOUGH
STUDENTS CAN
BENEFIT FROM THE
PROGRAM, THEY
NEED TO UNDERSTAND IMPliCATIONS THAT IT
MAY BRING.

A CLASS IN

BARTENDING
WOULD BE
INTERESTING.
CHICKS DIG
RUSS KREUTER
ffflshman, Vienns. Ill

BARTENDERS."

II SLEEPING,

BECAUSE WE
DON'T GET
ENOUGH
SLEEP.

11

WILLIAM CONYERS
jumor, Glasgow

II AN

IN-DEPTH

OVERVIEW AT
DAVID HUME' S
'OF
MIRACLES.'"

II

A 'LEARNING

TO COOK' ClASS
SO WHEN YOU
GRADUATE YOU'Ll

In My
Opinion

YOURSELF."

senior, Paducah

II SKYDIVING.

IT

WOULD OFFER
ADVENTURE AND

CHRIS
EDEN

WOULD ALLOW

Suzv MCGREW
JUnior, Houston

MURRAY STATE TO

"OUR MAIN

SOAR TO NEW

OBJECTIVE IS TO

HEIGHTS."

EDUCATE PEOPLE
OF ALL AGES

Loree Stark/The News

ABOUT THE
IMPORTANT ROLES

NEWS
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
e-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Jason Yates
Editor in Chief

Greg Stark
Associate Editor

Lisa Wheat

REPTILES AND
AMPHIBIANS PLAY
IN THE
ECOSYSTEM."

The only good snake is a dead
snake.
This is the most common opinion about snakes and some of
their closest relatives. People just
don't understand reptiles. Thus,
a few fellow students and r, who
do cnre about reptiles, created
the Reptile and Amphibian Society.
Our main objective is to educate people of all ages about the
important roles reptiles and
amphibians play in the ecosystem.
I've always been interested in
reptiles and amphibians. My
mom said ever since I started to
walk, I would chase anything
with scales. My dad said he
would always get mad at me
because of loose reptiles in the
house. I would bring reptiles in
the hollse and let them go just to
see how long it would take my
family to find them. The longest
scaled house guest lasted three

Viewpoint Editor

Melissa Stoneberger
College Life Editor

Jason Billingsley
Sports Ed1tor

Seth Frank
Online Editor

Ryan Brooks
Photography Editor

Kristin Hill
Chief Copy Editor

Brad Cecil
Advertising Manager
"The Murray State News" Is prepared and
edited by students under the advisership of
Joe Hedges. Opinions expressed are those
of the ed1tors and other assigned wnters.
These opinions do not necessarily represent
the view of journalism faculty or the University. Th1s is an offic1al publication of Murray
State Univers1ty.
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This cartoon has perfoa·med an illegal
operation and will now be shut down.

weeks before my mom found it
underneath her bed.
But now my obsession is a little
more controlled. I know reptiles
do not do well wandering in a
house for weeks. I've learned
they are better left alone in their
natura] surroundings.
If somebody were to break into
your house, the first thing you
would do is try and protect yourself. Even if it meant killing the
person. It is the same with animals. If you walk into their territory, it's just like breaking into
their house. They will do everything they can to protect themselves by scratching, clawing or
even biting. People just do not
care and that is extremely sad.
The Reptile and Amphibian
Society's first meeting was a
huge success.
We hope to keep attracting
people as the semester progresses. We also hope to get some herpetologists
reptile and

amphibian specialists - to come
and chat with us.
So what does the Reptile .md
Amphibian Society do?
Well, we go out and catalog the
reptiles and amphibians we find.
Many unanswered qw:•stions
regarding the range of species in
western Kentucky exist. But like 1
mentioned earlier, nur main
objective ts to educate people
about the importance of wptile
and amphibian conservation. We
do this by making fliers on facts
about reptiles and amphibians.
So many miscor1Leptions about
reptiles exist. For example, some
people believe Black Racer
snakes will chase a person for the
rest of their life. I know this
sounds stupid, but some people
-more than you think - actually believe this. We also do
demonstrations at schools with
live reptiles. The kids seem to
love the reptiles we bring to their
schools.

One of the important aspects of
the society is that no one person
is in charge. We have a well-,
formed committee that organizes
the meetings. The society emphasizes that the members matter.
Everyone is heard and every person's opinion is considered
before a final decision is made. I
think that's what new people
~onsidcr when they join a group.
They ask themselves: "Do
these people even know I'm
here?" We listen to the members
and give them what they want.
We don't dictate, and I think
that's an jmportant aspect about
The Reptile and Amphibian Society.
The date, time and location of
the next meeting will be posted
all around campus. We welcome
anyone who is interested in reptiles and amphibians.

Chris Edt'll i:; a ~e11ior wildlife biolo-

gy mnJor from Calvert City.

•Your Views
Community, student support
of YMCAdisappointing
To the Editor:

News Editor

Loree Stark

I

Club educates students about reptiles, amphibians

BE ABLE TO FEED
AMBER lARSON

Free.
This is a word that sounds like
heaven to a college student's ears.
So why go and dish out hardearned cash on COs and other
media when you can experience the
convenience of RESNET from your
very own residential college room?
What's RESNET? RESNET is a
network that allows students to
access the Internet as well as the
capability to access other student's
computers.
So, in simple terms, if you have a
computer in the residential colleges
with an ethemet card hooked up,
you can access RESNET.
Sounds like a broke college student's dream come true, right?
Well, maybe. But ~very dream
comes with a price.
Students have access to the files,
including music, word processing
documents and video and audio
clips, that other users choose to
share.
If their system isn't set up to a special "Read-only" function, mischievous students could come in and
change certain files to their liking.
How can you avoid this?
Some students have already provided passwords for themselves to
protect their files.
So, could this file sharing be
harmful for the university?
Doubtful. As long as students are
technologically-aware to the point
they know how to use RESNET to
their advantage, and don't allow
others who may not have the best
intentions to take advantage of
them, music sharing can continue to
the d~JighFof students and their
pocketbooks.

While picking up The Murray
State News last week, 1 was
very upset to see the picture on
the front page. The cardio room
of the Murray Family YMCA is
shown with one member exercising. I was appalled at the
false message of this picture.
The story accompanied with
the picture tells of the decline of
members at the YMCA and how
other organizations have been
opened with alternatives to the
traditional YMCA workout. A
side article also states how the
SGA president is lobbying for a
campus wellness center.
First, please note the front
page picture was taken at clos-

ing time. Of course, only one
person will be exercising. They
failed to take the picture at other
times of the day when every single piece of equipment is full
and people are waiting for an
open machine. This picture created a false impression to back
up the story.
Second, this community will
be wasting its money on a new
wellness center. There are more
important things to spend
money on when we already
have three large fitness facilities
in Murray.
I am very disappointed in
how our community and Murray State students are reacting
to the YMCA. A YMCA is as
strong as its community members. What other organization
provides programs not only for
the body, but also for the spirit

and mind?
The Murray Family YMCA
has something for everyone.
Activities include aerobics,
weight-training classes, after
school child care programs, ballet and classes to help girls with
self-esteem.
The YMCA does not turn
someone down because of an
inability to pay. They are a nonprofit organization working to
benefit others. Anyone can
research the history of the
YMCA and find numerous success stories of members who
began attending as children.
The accomplishments of the
YMCA in helping people's lives
are endless.
If this community sits around
and does nothing, this YMCA
will provide it with nothjng. It
is waiting to benefit the citizens

of Murr<1y nnd MSU. The last
thing thi~ town need~ is another
wellness cente.r. We are not big
enough to support numerous
fitness facilities. Murray already
has what it needs in the YMCA.
1t wants to grow and thrive off
of members and supporters.
As the YMCA celebrates its
lSOth anniversary this year,
remember what it has done for
the people of the world .
The YMCA must be doing
something right to be celebrating 150 years in existence. I
thank the people who stand
behind the YMCA. I also
encourage nthers to not let this
possible treasure slip from Mur·
rily.
Andrea Yates
senior from Hopkinsville
YMCA employee

Write to us
"The Murray State
News"
welcomes

commentaries and
letters to the editor.
Letters should be
300 words or fewer
and must be

signed.
Contributors
should include

addresses and
phone numbers for
verification. Please
lnclude hometown,
classification. title
or relationship to
the University.
"The Murray State
NewsH reserves the
right to edit for

style, length and
content
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Nine·-month contract optimal for faculty
In My

Opinion

STRIETER
"ALTERING OUR.
CONTRACTS

•

FROM

10

MONTHS TO NINE
MONTHS BENEFITS
l;HE RESEARCH
I~TERESTS

OF THE

:I FACULTY."

In a front page article of "The
Murray State News" last week,
Editor in Chief Jason Yates wrote
an accurate and thoughtful article
on efforts to alter faculty contracts from 10 months to nine
months. This idea, endorsed by
the Faculty Senate almost two
years ago, is so obviously the
right thing to do that any further
delay in its implementation at the
upcoming Board of Regents
meeting in mid-February seems
counterproductive. Certainly, the
regents ought to consider this
revision of our contracts by their
May meeting.
Altering our contracts from 10
months to nine months benefits
the research interests of the faculty. The nine-month contract will
allow Murray State faculty to
procure larger research grants
that will benefit the University's

financial bottom line. TI1e
enhanced grants will also help
our already we11-known faculty
achieve even greater recognition
in their various fields of research.
Murray State did not get to be
one of the highest ranking universities of the mid-south by
chance: Our reputation rests on
the abilities of our faculty members to teach adeptly as well as
their pursuit of wide-ranging
research interests.
Making Murray State into the
Harvard or Stanford of the midsouth is not the intent of this
long-sought alteration of our contracts: We know we are mainly a
teaching institution. Many faculty members desire the opportunity to pursue their research interests, which can benefit the University, the students and the faculty members themselves.

••
•I

Oraff art not
Just uneducated
campus scribble

The nine-month contract will
also help recruit vigorous, young
faculty to our campus because
many of them want to continue to
pursue their research interests.
The nine-month contract will also
help many students get summer
jobs working for faculty doing
research.
Perhaps the most significant
reason why the nine-month contract option ought to be adopted
immediately is the positive
impact it will have on faculty
morale. The University's faculty
is hard working and dedicated to
teaching students knowledge that
will make our graduates responsible citizens in 21st century
America.
Our graduates, through our
university studies courses and
their majors and minors, leave
Murray State with an under-

Opinion

fRED

McGRew
"!~STEAD OF
WASTING TIME,
MONEY AND
ENERGY ON
SOME
ANONYMOUS
PERSON WITH
A MARKER AND
AN EYE FOR
URBAN ART,
THE UNIVERSITY
SHOULD
FOLLOW THE
LEADS OF

.

OTHER CITIES
BY OFFERING
LEGAL VENUES
FOR OUTDOOR
ARTISTS.u

In response to the
"Dariz" article in last
week's newspaper, graff
art, or as "The News"
called it, "graffiti," is more
than just an uneducated
scribble on the wall.
Children scribble on the
walls and Greeks scratch
their letters on bathroom
walls all around campus
and at The Apple. Graff
artists are self-trained people who care about their
art and have an eye for
advertising.
Pioneer graff writers
emerged in New York in
the early '70s. One of the
earliest known writers was
"Taki 183." He was by no
means the first writer, but
he was featured in a "New
York Times" article giving
him instant notoriety and
fame.
His technique was nothing more than simple letters, but soon after many
writers sprung up with
their own unique styles.
During the mid- to late
'70s, subway trains became
the most popular targets
for writers because of their
high visibility throughout
the city.
Anti-graffiti
actions
(fines, graffiti-proof trains
and spray paint regulations) began in the late '70s
and reached serious levels
by the mid-80s.
New York declared victory over subway graffiti
on May 12, 1989, but many
writers viewed this as a
challenge.
They found new canvases such as rooftops, walls
and freight trains. Despite
the consequences, people
a II around the world continue to practice this art
form.
What does this have to
do with Murray?
"The
Murray
State
News" published an article
that featured local graffiti
artist "Dariz." As weU
written and unbiased as
the <uticle is, there are a
couple of flaws. The writer
assumes the artist is male
and also a student. For all
the public knows, "Dariz"
might reaUy be an enlightened 45-year-old professor.
I seriously doubt much is
known about "Dariz,"
graffiti artists usually prefer to stay anonymous.
Furthermore, with the
help of the newspaper
his/her name has reached
all across campus faster

than he I she could ever
hope to accomplish alone,
not to even mention the
effect of circulation in the
city of Murray.
Now everybody knows
of the artist's existence and
will look for the "tag."
This is the goal of any
artist, to have their work as
well known as possible,
props to "The News" for
that slick maneuver.
"Dariz" didn' t even have
to tag The Apple to get
his/her name known.
Also, is "Dariz" the only
graffiti artist on campus?
No. In Hart College
alone there are as many as
three different "tags" that
can be found at several
places in the stairwells.
What about other "dangerous criminals?"
Are their tags just not as
well done to deserve the
hefty bounty of $100?
Before you know it, the
town will be full of bounty
hunters from the swamp
land looking for a quick
buck by catching these
threats to society.
Instead of wasting time,
money and energy on
some anonymous person
with a marker and an eye
for urban art, the University should follow the leads
of other cities by offering
legal venues for outdoor
artists.
If we really want to
become a top-ranked university, then maybe the
administration
should
begin to function with the
open mind the big-league
schools have as well.
St. Louis offers a twoand-a-half mile flood wall
for these modern artists.
And if one has ever been
there and seen the art on
display, one might actually
realize the quality of art is
very high and actually
does add something nice to
look at besides the polluted
Mississippi river.
The city offers a yearly
festival, "Paint Louis," at
which they repaint the
wall. This draws artists
and spectators from across
the country. Cincinnati
and Austin provide similar
outlets.
In reality, many people
enjoy these artists' work
when we go to class, and it
is appreciated.

'Fred McGrew is a senior
occupational safdy and health
major from Houston .

month contract will help enable
the faculty to both keep up with
their ever-expanding knowledge
base and contribute to that
knowledge base.
Faculty leaders from across our
campus, including Faculty Senate
President Bill Call, Faculty
Regent Jim Rudolph, Faculty Senator John Crofton and Provost
Gary Brockway, have endorsed
the nine-month contract idea. The
nine-month contract is an issue
on which virtually everyone
agrees. One would hope University President Kern Alexander
and the Board of Regents will
also see the value of this relatively painless alteration of faculty
contracts.

Terry Strieter is tire Murray
Alliance of Collegiate Educators
chair and history professor.

.------------------------------------------------.
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In My

standing of the world around
them, an appreciation for their
own major and minor knowledge
base and the realization that the
learning process is a lifelong
endeavor.
It is the faculty members who
impart to students the attitudes
and knowledge they need. The
faculty could use a boost in its
sometimes sagging morale. The
nine-month contract will help
alleviate the often heard comments across campus that the
administration is not interested in
the concerns of the faculty.
Faculty members want to stay
abreast of developments in and
contribute to their specialized
fields of knowledge. Faculty
members can use their research
expertise in the classroom so the
students who take their classes
will directly benefit. The nine-
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'Am I Hot or Not?' results
Web site picture experiment
results indicate less is more
I must say, after an entire
week of . sweating out my
potential attractiveness, I
have happily settled with my
finished "Am I Hot or Not"
ratings, 8.7 and 7.2.
For those of you who failed
to read my commentary last
week (shame, shame on you),
I wrote about a Web discovery cleverly titled www .amihotomot.com.
And, in a moment of boredom, I dl.>cided to conduct my
own experiment with two
very different pictures of
myself. I thought it might be
fun to give the whole "Am I
Hot or Not" concept a
shot.After all, what was the
worst that could happen?
To nobody's surprise, the
lower rating represents what
a mere 5,214 people thought
of a nice, wholesome mug
shot of myself, complete with
the requisite cocked head and
million-watt smile (five years
of braces has to be good for
something).
But what picture, you ask,
merited a supreme rating of
8.7?
Well, let's just say it had ...
more of an edge to it.
The smile was gone, the hair
was tousled and the turtleneck was replaced with a tank
top.
And apparently enough

people noticed a change to
give me an extra 1.5 points on
the "Am I Hot or Not" scale of
aesthetic beauty.
Believe me, I was honored.
And I'm not the only one.
"The News" photographer
Laura Deaton also placed two
pictures of herself on the "Am
l Hot or Not" Web site and
found that the results were
much the same.
A normal head shot of
Laura topped out at 5.3 on the
scale, while another photo of
Laura donning a tank top and
pleather pants was a little
more well-received wiili an
8.1.
As exciting as it was for us
worldly women to put pictures of ourselves on the
Internet for the world to see, I
must say it was somewhat
disheartening to see the photo
representing the Least of my
personality ended up with the
higher rating.
Also, from observing the
ratings of my pictures on a
daily basis, I found that the
score on my "less nice" picture dipped during the day
but peaked at night.
I guess that gives me an
indicator as to what kind of
people were perusing the
Web site later on in the
evening.
Gross.

So, why did we do this?
For our own selfish amusement, just to see how random
people all over the world
would rate us on a scale of 110?
Well, partially.
Just joking. We did this to
establish the point that the
majority of the people who
rate pictures on the Web site
really think that less is more.
So, as much as I love my
long-sleeved T-shirts and
sweatshirts, I guess that my
wardrobe just won't cut it in
the
elusive
world
of
www .amihotornot.com.
And putting all hopes of an
Internet-spawned modeling
career aside, I guess tl1.1t f'm
OK with that.
So, in terms of the world
that we live in, what exactly
does all of this mean?
Well, if we were judging
society on one Web site, I
guess I would have to say if I
have any interest in someone
finding me attractive, it
would be best for me to throw
out my closet full of sweaters
and turtlenecks and hit up the
nearest Contempo Casual.
Thank God we don't judge
society on just one Web site.

Loree Stark is tire viewpoillt editor for "Tile Murray Stale
News."
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LOREE

STARK
"AND
PUTTING All
HOPES OF AN
INTERNETSPAWNED
MODELING
CAREER ASIDE, I
GUESS THAT I'M

OK WITH
THAT."
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Studying pays off at insurance agencies
BY MARCI OWEN
ASSISIANT News EDITOR

While good grades
obviously improve students GP As, a strong academic performance may
also fatten their wallets.
Full-time students with
a minimum 3.0GPA may
be eligible for a good-student discount on their car
insurance.
State Farm Insurance
agent Mark Lewis said
his agency has offered the
discount for more than 25
years in its mutual company and recently began
using it in its standard
company, which insures
higher-risk drivers.
Lewis said the purpose
for the discount was to
re ...,•ard young drivers
who would normally
have a much higher premium than experienced
drivers.
"We havefound a correlation between better
grades and
driving
records," he said. "Students with good grades
tend to be better drivers."
State Farm [nsurance
offers a 20 to 25 percent
discount, Lewis said.
Younger drivers generally receive a larger discount because their premiums are higher.
f-arm Bureau Insurance

Go_od Grades

~

.Alt The Wheel

Sruderns who maintain a .3.0 GPA would see
the tO!Iowing :-;aving-; in tht..-ir auto irlsurarlre:

Westt.-m

I

State 'Insurance
Center Of
lnsur.1ncc
Murray
Agency
Kentucky Fann

(20

yc~•rs

and older)

Robert PieronVThe News

offers a 25 percent discount for males and 10
percent for females. The
discount difference is
because of the males' premiums being much higher than those of females.
Kentucky
Western
Insurance Agency offers
a 25 percent discount for
drivers under the age of
20. Older drivers receive
a 20 percent discount,
Tony Boyd, owner and
insurance agent, said.
Boyd said Grange
Mutual, one of the insurance companies In his
agency, aUows students
who receive the discount
to continue receiving it
after graduation until
they turn 30, when most

people's premiums drop
because of driving experience.
"Simply because they
are no longer students
does not mean they
become bad drivers,"
Boyd said.
In order to receive the
discount, students must
present a document with
their grades for the most
recent semester, Lewis
said. The cumulative
GPA is not used, but
instead, the agency looks
at each semester's grades.
Lewis said he does not
know of many students
who do not take advantage of the discount.
"Typically rates are so
high for students that

they are looking for ways
to reduce their premium," he said.
Boyd said younger drivers have much higher
premiums for many reasons.
"Youthful operators,
drivers under 25, are
responsible for SO percent
of automobile accidents,"
he said. "The most dangerous time for any operator is the first six
months."
While most insurance
companies offer the
good-student discount,
no non-standard companies do, Boyd said. A
non-standard insurance
company is one that
insures high-risk drivers.
"These are the operators that are already
demonstrating disregard
or carelessness," he said.
Jeremy Toombs, senior
from Hopkinsville, said
he receives the good-student discount on his car
insurance.
"It's not really an
incentive for me, as a student, to get good grades,
but it's nice when it
works out that way,"
Toombs said. "I can buy
more food and other
necessities."
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Students neglect pets after graduation;
group volunteers at local animal shelter
Bv Ltuv WHITFIELD
CONT1116UTING WRITER

Many may remember the
puppy-dog shaped plastic
bank on counters of local
stores and restaurants. The
big teardrop eyes had a sign
underneath encouraging
people to "please donate to
your local animal shelter."
Darla Jackson, MurrayCallaway County Animal
Shelter supervisor, is familiar with sad puppy-dog
faces.
Abandonment of pets has
become rather common·
place among graduating
college students. Jackson
said not only have pets
been dropped off at the animal shelter, but they have
aJso been found tied up in
backyards or left to fend for
themselves after their student owner moved away.
Students should think
about long-term commitment when adopting a pet,
Jackson said. What begins
as a cute puppy quickly
grows into an adult dog.
Owning a pet is a great
responsibility, including
time spent with the pet,
food and shelter expenses,
and general care for the ani-

L.lUra Deaton/The News

Becca McGraw, sophomore from Chicago, holds her
puppy Samantha, which she saved from going to the
Humane Society.
mal.
"I think before they come
down to adopt a pet, think
of that pets' life-span and
the financial burdens of
owning one," Jackson said.
The average dog can live
Clnywhere from eight to 15
years, which require much
dog food and several trips
to the veterinarian. The
choice to adopt a pet should
not be a spontaneous one.
Christian Carter, freshman from Murray, owns a
4-year-old Doberman pinscher. He expressed his
feelings about abandonment of pets.

"It's just as bad as abandoning your own child," he
said.
Kristi
Bettenhausen,
sophomore from Freeburg,
Ill., has organized a student
volunteer group to help out
the animal shelter. These
volunteers work on week~
ends from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
They clean cages, play with
the animals, take them on
walks and bring them
treats.
Anyone interested in vol·
unteering at the animal
shelter, should phone Hettenhausen at 762-6284.

Sunday Beer
Is Here!
•Earn upper divUion undergraduate or graduate bUiiDess credit
•Interact "ith top-level business e1ecutives
•Visit tbe major business centen of Europe

~CW OtP~flil~u

Sundays Noon until 10 p.m.
Monday thru Saturday 7:30a.m.· Midnight
Located 7 miles south of Murray on Hwy 641 South • Near Puryear, TN

For over 25 years~ International Business Seminars bas
organized programs that combine learning about international
business first-hand with experiencing the cultural, s()Cial and
political environments of some of the world's most mterestina
cities. We would like you to be a part of this unique learning
experience. There is a program designed to meet your
particular needs. A deposit will s~e a space ona,ny ofthe
seminar programs while space is available.

M

Any questions? Contact Dr. Sam McNeely

Telephone: 762-6205
Fax: 762-3740
E-mail: sam.mcrteely@murraystate.edu

HIGH-SPEED INTERNET
AND

CABLE TELEJIISION
IS NOW AVAILABLE!!
VIDEO SUPER STORE

Benefit from the following:
*Free Installation
*Competitive Rates
*One payment for all MES Services!

~~For

Your Added Convenience
Movie World Now Has
2 Locations!"

*7 1 4

1\1. 1 i! t h !it •

.JCPenney Shopping Cent:er

*New Location at

*Phones answered 24 hours by personnel
Call Today to Make an Appointment!

753-5312
ELECTRIC POWER & TELECOMMUNICATIONS

"NOUJ Showing thru February 15" at the Cheri 'TIU!~
DiscounJ coupons availAble at New Life Christilm Bookstore
Sponsoml by: New Life Christitm Bookstore
Court~ Murray

MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM
PO Box 10t& 401 Olive StrMt Murray Kentucky 42071
Phone: (270) 753-5312
Fax: (270) 753-64114

Murray Kroger

•over

700 DVD•

In !itockl
Rent any 3 for S7.5D
(Include• DVD•)
i!-Night: Rental

753-7670
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From ruin to repair:
The renovation of Carr Health

Photos by Ryan Brooks
(Left) This narrow stretch used to be a floor on the
Carr Health Bulldiag second level. Workers demollabed the floor aad a stairway will be baDt to grant
access. A human performance lab wiD replace the
racquetball courts on tlals level. Project Manaaer
Justin Hopkins of the Paducah-baaed A & K Construction estimated that lS percent of the Carr
Health job Included demoUtlon.

(Above) This ramp Is one of three ramps that wiD
be added to the bulldlna. One of the key goals of the
renovation was to make the building accessible to
disabled Individuals. In addition to the ramps, larger handicap-accessible bathrooms and a Oat ballway that connects the north and south gyms are
being added during the renovation.
(Right) The elevator that will be placed In this shaft
will have two doon that open from both sides. The
elevator will be located sl1gbdy to the left of the
building's front entrance.

Vplyersltx Barber Shop
-~·Sharon

"Reality is whatever you make it."

New Tanning Bed:
•1 0¢ a minute

T1ttoo1 amf irocllf Pirrcinss
.
lnttoduolng new artist Josh 5% off with atudent I.D.
~riner Moth• nlllaW. .,. ,.....,•

Open Tue. - Fri. 7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.
..... Located on 16th and Main •753-1953
Ask about haircut cards!

•r

759-5600

1415 1/2 Main St. 1~

ntllilyOmurray-ky.net

I

17 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Hours: Mon-Sat, 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Phone: 753-0113
JuR 1 llladl Flail M.U a..nn.

AtiWDifc by: Stssh

-II

Sunset Boulevard Music

I

M~ Recdit!1

Barber/Stylist:
Ingrum •Brian Ingrum •Cindy Garland_ _

.--------------.
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Advertise your Church service with
The Murray State News!
Firat Baptist Church
-

Dr. Wendell Ray-

Sunday School 9 : 30 a .m .
M o rning Worship 10 :4 8 a .m .
Evening Wors hip 6 p .m .
Wed . Worship 6 :36 p.m.

2 0 3 S. 4 t h S t .

Pastor: Art Heinz

a.ntoM: Sunday 9 a.m., 11 a.m., 6 p.m.
Wednesday 7 p.m.
Location: 2772 94 E. 753-6695

-...lp tor Hurting Peopte•

Memorial Baptist Chun:h
join us for wonhlp

~

a praise! j

753-3182

~Bank

PRAYER & WORSHIP

How Bonking Should Be

Non-Traditional Service at
GOSHEN UNITED METHODIST CHURCH

P.O. Box 1300
405 South 12th S1reet
Murray. KY 42071
(270) 753-5626
Fax: (270)759-3777

fi)

--

Hwy 121 N, 5 miles west of Murray
each Sunday @ 11 :00 a.m.
casual dress
Call 759-1620 for transportation
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My Funny Valentine
Wednesday,Feb.14th
, Center - Sunset Strips
'rs open at 7 p.m.
~ food &drinks
t

dressy casual
r an evening of
cs and lounging.

Clhe

§i{t ffdea 'Jo.,_ c:l/-n!J cDcca5.lon »

Get your Valentine
something different.
&gurmet &1ft Bawlq=tp

For HIM;
• Hot Sauces • Pepper Jelly
•Salsas

For HER;
• Truffles • Chocolate Roses
• Cookies

• Across from Murray Bank • 406 S. 12th St. • 753-Q300
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The
Week
Ahead
A LOOK AT UPCOMING EVENTS ON CAMPUS AND
AROUND TOWN. To POST INFORMATION IN THE
CALENDAR, PHONE 762-44 80 OR FAX IT TO 762-3175.

Music
Review
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FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

• ExhibitSusanne Slavick
Exhibition, Clara
M. Eagle Art
Gallery.
•Piay"The Adventures
of Stuart Little,"
Lovett Auditorium, 9:30 a.m. and
12:30
p.m.
Admission free
with Racercard.
• Cinema
I n t e rnation a lIranian film "The
Silence," Curris
Center Theater,
7:30 p.m. Free
admission.

• ExhibitSusanne Slavick
Exhibition, Oara
M. Eagle Art
Gallery.
• ExamLSAT
Examination,
Ordway
Hall
room 206, 8:30
a.m.
•Play"The Adventures
of Stuart Little,"
Lovett Auditorium, 9:30 a.m. and
12:30
p.m.
Admission free
with Racercard.
• Cinema
I n t e rn a t ional Iranian film "The
Silence," Curris
Center Theater,
7:30 p.m. Free
admission.

• ExhibitSusanne Slavick
Exhibition, Clara
M. Eagle Art
Gallery.
• Bible
studyUniversity
Church of Christ,
9a.m.
• Bible studyChi Alpha, Elizabeth College back
lobby, 10:15 a.m.
Rides to
the
church of your
choice afterward.
• Bible studyMurray Christian
Fellowship
house, 7 p.m.

• ExhibitSusanne Slavick
Exhibition, Clara
M . Eagle Art
Gallery.
•CelebrationCurris
Center
20th anniversary
• Ethnic
ProgramAfricanAmerican Advisory Board, 11:30
a.m.
• Bible studyChi Alpha, Curris
Center Mississippi .Room, 9 p.m.

• Academic- Last
day to remove an
"X" grade.
• ExhibitSusanne Slavick
Exhibition,Clara
M. Eagle Art
Gallery.
• Black Student
Council- Council
meeting, Curris
Center Barkley
Room, 6p.m.
• Recital- Faculty
recital, Preforming Arts Hall,
8 p.m. Free
admission.

• ExhibitSusanne Slavick
Exhibition, Clara
M. Eagle Art
Gallery.
• AdmissionsLast day to .1pply
for review of residency classification for spring
2001.
•ExamCED,
Ordway
Hall
Lobby, 7:45 a.m.
to 4:30p.m.
• SGA- Scribes
and Vibes, Curris
Center
Sunset
Strip~. 7 p.m. Free
admission.
• Recital- Faculty
recital, "Valentine Songs &
Sweets,"
Per•
forming
Arts
Hall, 8 p.m.

• MeetingNational Student
Exchange meeting, Curris Center
I
Tennessee Room,
3:30 to 4:30 p.m. '
• Yoga- Hnrt College Conference
Room, 8 p.m.
Free admission.
•Cinema
I nternationalfilm
Chinese
"The
Emperor
and the Assassin," Curris Center Theater, 7:30
p.m.

Top
Albums

Uncle Kracker debut showcases soulful voice, style

Album: Uncle
Kracker
"Double Wide"
Grade: AComments:
"He (Uncle
Kracker) has
created an
album that
showcases wellcrafted songwriting and
easy-going spirit."

Bv ScoTT

the stereo.
"What 'Chu Lookin' At?'' follows with a
sound very similar to Kid Rock, which is
understandable since Kid Rock produced
the album and co-wrote half of the songs.
Kid Rock makes another vocal appearance in "Heaven," a tribute to Detroit and
all her glory. Uncle and Kid take the classic
"If Heaven Ain't a Lot Like Dixie" mix it
with a perfect blend of twanging country
guitars and testosterone drenched rock to
produce "If Heaven Ain't a Lot Like
Detroit." Kid Rock's bridge on the song is
the same dependable white-trash rap-rock
sound.
On the song ''Who's Your Uncle?" Kracker boasts on the track about always coming

GIBSON

ASSISTANT COLLEGE liFE EDITOR

Uncle Kracker's debut album, "Double
Wide" is not quite "Bawitdaba," but it's
close enough.
The album starts off with Kid Rock's
"Only God Knows Why" playing in the
background as Uncle poses his mentor the
question, "What if I don't make it?" Kid
Rock answers with advice on how to handle
the fame, fortune and females.
The music fades and then the listener is
greeted with a soulful, country-fried rock
song named, "Better Days." The uplifting
song is perfect for summer. It warrants
rolling down the windows and turning up

IVil~ttll ~~ 7/ttti~t

Gifts of Distinction from the Southwest

114 S. 5th St., Downtown Murray
753 -4156

Bridal Re~istrv • Rodeo and Western
Native American • Minnetonka Moccasins

Don'tforget to order now for Valentine's Day!
I N 5 U AA N [E

M U TU A l f U N 0 S

l. Shaggy"Hotshot"
2. Ludacris "Back for the
First Time"
3.Uncle
Kracker"Double Wide"
4. Double
Trouble"Been a Long
Time"
5. Crazy Town "The Gift of
Game"
Source:Te"apin
Statio11 and Sunset
Boulevard.

Casa del Sol

Now Open

P E T I f1 EM E N T

through for those in need. It is yet another
Kid Rockish rap song laid out on a nice
mellow rock beat.
Kid .Rock's presence is lost to listeners on
Kracker's hit single, "Follow Me." Uncle
actually sings on the track, and it's not half
bad. Jt's hard to not sing along.
Although the entire album b filled with
samples from Kid Rock's 1998 breakthrough album "Devil Without a Cause," it
Jacks some of the power of Kid Rock's
album. Uncle Kracker adds his own flavor
to his music, as he provides a dose of
melody with his gravely and sometimes [' ~~~!.§~
soulful voice. He has created an album that
Chapman Baehler
showcases well-crafted songwriting and Uncle Kracker shows Kid
easy-going spirit.
Rock's influence on his debut.
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Monda31' - Free Pool All Night Long
Wednesdu Ni!ht
H&PP» Hour · $1 BEER
$1 BEER
Mon.-Sat. 5-1 P.m.

Pizza. 660. Pool. Bi2 Screen TU

641 In

Purwta~r.
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Why is TIAA-CREF the
#1 choice nationwide?
The TIAA-CREF

Advantage.

-------------•----

Year mand year out, employees at education and
research instituttons have turned to TlAA-CREF.
And for good reasons:

THE TIAA-CREF
ADVANTAGE

• Easy dtversificatton among a range of expertly
managed funds

Investment Expertise

• A solid history of performance and exceptional

Low Expenses

personal service
• A strong commitment to low expenses

Customized
Payment Options

• Plus, a full range of flextble retirement income options
For decades, TIAA·CREF has helped professors and staff

[:

at over 10.000 campuses across the country invest tor-

Expert Guidance

and enjoy-successful retirements
Choosing your retirement plan provider tS simple
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Go with the leader; TlAA·CREF.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it...

Curris Center
Rocking Chair Lounge
11 a.m. - i! p.m,

E!

1.800.842.2776
www. t i aa-c ref. org

For more complete information on our securrt•es products, calll.800.842 2733, ext 5509, for ptOSpettuses. Read them carefully tx>fore you
tnvest • HAA.CREF lndllltdual and lnstttutional ~rvk:es. Inc., and Teachers Personal investors Services. Inc. dtitnbute securities products
• Tt>acllerll~ance and Annuity Ai$0Ciiltion (TIM). New Yorlt, NY and TIAA·CREF life lnsuranct> Co . New York, NY tssue insurance and
annumes • TIAA·CREF lrust Company. FSB provides trust ~rvoces. • Investment products are not FDIC •nsured, may lose value and are
not bank guaranteed. 0 2001 TNchers Insurance and Annutty Assoctauon-College Retirement Equities fund, New Yen, NY 01102

Sponsored by:
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Internet, file sharing made available through RESNET
BY ScoTT G IBSON
AsSISTANT COLLEGE ltFE EDITOR

Although it is not available to
everyone living in the residential
colleges yet, the new residential
network is up and running.
RESNET allows students living on campus to access the
Internet and all of its resources
for research and course work,
Karen Dowdy, network technician said.
What some students may not
know is RESNET offers more
than just Internet access.
RESNET also allows students to

share files with other students on
a network. With the increasing
popularity of MP3s and other
media, this feature can be handy
to students.
With file sharing, students
may be concerned about the
safety of their computers. Students should do some personal
research and learn as much as
they can about their computer
and its capabilities, Dowdy said.
"You need to know your own
machine and be responsible for
it," Dowdy said.
Students can call the retailers
of their computers to learn more

about installing the required ethemet card. Information Systems'
Web site, http:\ \www.murraystate.edu \info \resnet,
is
available to students who want
to know more about RESNET.
The Web site addresses frequent·
ly asked questions with tips for
installing ethemet cards and
changing computer settings to
allow students to access
RESNET.
"Go to the Web site first,"
Dowdy said. "Try to set up your
computer yourself, and if everything is installed and for some
reason it still doesn't work or

problems persist, contact us."
Katherine Allen, freshman
from Madisonville, did just that.
"MyRA (resident adviser) said
something about (RESNET),"
Allen said. "1 got on the Web site
and looked it up."
Students also need to realize
the capability to share files is not
available unless they personally
set up their computers to do so.
Manufacturers do not set up
computers to share files.
Students who want to share
files need to make sure they do
so safely and be aware of what
they are doing. Once file sharing

Reptiles, amphibians focus of new
Murray State student organization
BY EMILY BLACK
STAFF WRITER

A group of Murray State students
wants to teach others about the importance of animals that normally cause
shrieks and screams: reptiles and
amphibians.
"Our primary objectives are education and conservation," said Chris
Eden, senior from Calvert City and
one of the Reptile ·and Amphibian
Society founders.
The organization was recently
begun by students concerned with the
conservation of reptiles, amphibians
and their habitats. The group has
already planned many activities to
help educate people about the animals.

at Lovett Auditorium this week
Show" and a spin-off from "Happy
Days," "Joanie Loves Chachi."
Moran has performed in four feature
films, including "Happy Endings,"
"Watermelon Man," ''Eight Mighty
Steps to Jonah" and "Galaxy of Terror.''
She also acted in two television movies
of the week, "Lisa Bright and Dark" and
"Twirl.''
The MCMA began in 1959. It is run by
volunteers and funded by membership
fees and both private and corporate
donations.
The association has a reciprocity
agreement with the a:.sociations in Paducah, Dyersburg, Martin and Union
City, Tenn . Members of the MCMA are
able to attend performances in these
cities by presenting their membership
card.
Tickets are $20 for adults, $18 for
senjor citizens and $10 for students.
Admission is free with a RacerCard.

STAFF REPORT

Erin Moran, star of television's
"Happy Days," wiU visit Lovett Auditorium in the Broadway musical"They're
Playing Our Song."
The Murray Civic Music Association
is sponsoring the musical comedy on
Monday at 7 p.m. The play is about
award-winning composer Vernon Gersch and unordinary lyricist Sonia
Walsk, played by Moran, who collaborate for a project, which leads to a
meaningful relationship.
Sonia is open and anxious, while Vernon is afraid being in love will invade
his privacy and freedom.
Moran, born in California, made her
debut in the movie " How Sweet it Is" at
age 6, but is known to "Happy Days"
fans as Joanie Cunningham . Her
resume includes three other television
series, "Daktari," "The Don Rickles

Don't Forget Valentine's Day,
February 14!

t.\. 'fEQfliL4
Mexican Restaurant

llthSTREETFLORAL

Open 7 Days a Week
Hours 11 a.m.- 10:30 p.m.

and Gifts
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passwords as well, limiting
access to only themselves and
friends.
William Conyers IV, junior
from Glasgow, said he is convinced of the RESNET safety.
''You can decide for yourself
whether you want to allow others to look at the files on your
computer,'' Conyers said. "You
can even limit the number of
people who see your files by
using a password ."
If students need help setting
up their individual computers,
they can phone Information Systems Help Desk at 762-3685.

'They're Playing Our Song'

Society members will travel to local been done at the refuge.
schools to teach students about the
The Reptile and Amphibian Society
conservation of reptiles and amphib- is also planning to sponsor guest
ians. The group is already scheduled speakers and take trips to different
to speak at Calvert City and Grand conservation areas in the future. They
Rivers elementary schools and hopes also hope to have a Web site up and
to visit many other schools ht the running within the next few weeks,
future.
Eden said.
"We want to teach people that when
Meetings for the Reptile and
you take any animal out of its natural Amphibian Society will be held on the
environment, you not only disrupt it, first and third Wednesdays each
but its entire ecosystem as well," said month in Blackburn Science room 249.
Kevin Winn, freshman from Kokomo, Membership fees are $5. Anyone wishInd.
ing to join the Reptile and Amphibian
ln addition to education, the group Society may come to the meetings.
plans to participate in local conserva"The great thing about this society is
tion projects and surveys. The first that there are people with different
project is a survey conducted at the . backgrounds," Eden said. "It's not just
Clarks River Natural Wildlife Refuge. for biology majors, it is more of a place
Eden said such a survey has never to learn than anything."

~:::::;;;;;;;..;;.:;;:~:;a::::::>

has been set up, each student can
individually decide what the
other users have access to, ensuring the safety of their hard drive
and files. If desired, an entire
computer can be put on the network to' share, or students can
choose simply to allow access to
a single folder.
If students 'share their files,
they need to make sure the
entire folder is configured as a
"Read-Only" folder. The ''ReadOnly" option allows other users
to view the files, but they cannot
delete or add to the folder. Students can protect their files with

Expires March 1, 2001
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Treat your sweet to our
If.You-Can-Eat Buffet.

Give 'em A Pizza Your Heart!
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+Tax
(While suppll~s lost}
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Wednesday

Gallons/Half Gallons of Milk
All 20oz sodas

College Night
No Cover ~/MSU ID

$2.69/1 .79
$0.89

Friday, Feb. 9

Winter S$Jeclols
Coffee
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Any size fountain drink
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Cigarettes • Morlboro Reds & Ughts 3 pock speciol.
Sove $3.50 when you buy 3.
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We n ow h ave ro ses and b ou q u ets
$1.99 Roses/ $4.99 Bouquets
New Elvis & Hearts on Fire Lottery Tickets!
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901 - l 3 l - 83l3
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807 N . 12th St.
In front of Wai-Mart
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Student faces diversity in school, community
8 Y MELISSA STONEBERGER

II ~~~t~linf.

COllEGE l.JFE EDITOR

BARRI~RS
I"
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"Jjtst because I am
black does not mean
I think a certain
way...
-Rush Trowel ' '
'

II

Audiences in Murray know Rush Trowel IV.
While Trowel, senior from Louisville, is one of
the few African-Americans in Murray State's theater and dance department, audiences know him
for his talent.
Being an African-American in a department
with little ethnic diversity is not always easy,
Trowel said. But he said he has never been
passed for a role based solely on his skin color.
"The department is really open to the person
who fits the role," Trowel said.
David Balthrop, theater and dance department
chair, said Trowel is helping with the department's new vision of moving the program from a
Western and European-oriented drama program
to a worldwide program.
"He is one of the leaders in making us a crosscul tural department and we like that," Balthrop
said.
Outside of the theater department is a different
story. Trowel said more than once he has been
called derogatory names by students and community members.
" I was riding my bike and a high school kid
threw a can of soda at me and yelled 'nigger'
really loud," Trowel said.
Trowel said coming from Louisville to Murray
was a major culture shock for him. Trowel came
from a high school that was 40 to 50 percent
African-American and was shocked at the difference in culture. But Trowel said he learned to
adjust to the community and its atmosphere.
" I always acknowledge that it's Murray, Kentucky, and it's the way they were raised," he said.
" It's still bothers me today that human beings are
being looked at this way.u
Trowel has not always faced negativity because
of his skin color. He is currently directing Playhouse in the Park's version of "Beauty and tht>

Ryan Brooks/The N ews

Rush Trowel IV, senior from Louisville, is a leader in making the theater and dance depar tment
cross cultur al. Trowel is curently working with Play house in the Par k's "'Beauty and the Beast."
Beast." He said he was afraid the children might
disrespect him because of his skin color, but he
was surprised' when they did not seem to notice.
"It's about working together to get a project
done," Trowel said.
Trowel is preparing for a directing or production career. He said he is not worried about being
prejudged because of his skin color when job
searching.
"There are some major challenges, but sometimes it is a big advantage in working in the
field," Trowel said. "But it comes down to your

achievements."
Trowel said color blindness would help unity
on campus.
. ''Unity is from everybody," Trowel said. "Just
because I am black docs not mean I think a certain way or should act a certain way."
Trowel said it is his determination that keeps
things in perspective.
"Anything you put your mind to in life, you
can do it," he said. "There arc going to be major
obstacles, but if you honestly believe in yourself,
you can do it no matter what."

Mon.-Fri. 8-6p.m. Sat. 10-4 p.m.
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Defensive Racers complete sweep over SEMO
BY JASON BILUNGSLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

Mumy State 65
SEM054

Naysayers who thought the Murray
State Racers do not have the defense to win
an Ohio Valley Conference title might
rethink their position after last night's 6554 victory against Southeast Missouri State
in the Regional Special Events Center.
The Racers (12-10, 7-4 OVC) held SEMO
(13-11, 4-8 OVC) to 54 points, the fewest
MSU has given up all season, 34 percent
shooting from the field and outrebounded
SEMO 47-35, with a 17-8 edge on the offensive glass.
"We challenged our players in practice
that if you're going to win a champjonship,
it has to be done on the defensive end,"
Racer Head Coach Tevester Anderson
said. "We know we can score points, but
we have to play defense. Remember, this is
a young ball club and they're learning the
defensive schemes we have out there."
Anderson said if he gave out a game
ball, it would go to Kevin Paschel, sophomore from Louisville, for his defensive
effort. Paschel held SEMO's All-OVC
guard Michael Stokes to nine points on
three-for-10 shooting, and he got a key
block on Stokes in the final minute of play.
Paschel, who was shooting 40 percent

RECORDS: MURRAY
STATE 12-10 (7-4
OVC), SEMO 1311 (.4-8 OVC)
KEY PLAYERS:
JusnN BURDINE, 18
POINTS; ISAAC
SPENCER, 1.4 POINTS,
12 REBOUNDS;
ANTIONE WHELCHEL,
1 \. POINTS, 13
REBOUNDS.
COMMENTS: NWE
KNOW WE CAN
SCORE. WE' VE GOT A
TEAM FULL OF SCOR·
ERS, AU WE HAVE TO
DO IS STOP PEOPlE
(TO WIN.)"
-jUSTIN BURDINE
ON THE ICEY TO SUC·
CESS FOR THE RAC·
ERS.

from the free-throw line going into the
game, hit three-of-four free throws to seal
the win for the Racers.
Paschel was instructed to slow down hls
rhythm and place more arc on his shot at
the line.
justin Burdine, junior from Savannah,
Tenn., and Antione Whelchel, sophomore
from Gainesville, Ga., continued to produce corrung off the bench for the Racers,
as Burdine led the Racers in scoring with
18 points and Whelchel led the Racers in
rebounding with 13 boards. lsaac Spencer,
senior from Montgomery, Ala., scored 14
points and had 12 rebounds. Spencer is
four points shy of tying Popeye Jones for
third on the Murray State all-time scoring
list.
Burdine said the Racers need to mimic
last night's defensive performance for the
rest of the season to succeed.
''We know we can score," Burdine said.
"We've got a team full of scorers, all we
have to do is stop people (to win)."
With Saturday's ESPN2 contest against
Eastern Illinois looming, the Racers
received a break in the standings with Eill
losing at Tennessee-Martin last night. The
Panthers fell out of a first-place tie with
Tennessee Tech with the loss, and Murray

State now has a chance to get back into the
top three in the conference with a win on
Saturday.
Anderson said the Racers' goal is to go
undefeated for the rest of the season.
"We're playing for the championship,"
Anderson said. "I think these kids will
buckle down and dig down deep and
give everything they have to compete
and do that."
SEMO, last year's co-regular season
champion and conference tournament
champion, has fallen to eighth place in
the conference, which would earn them
the last seed for the upcoming OVC
Tournament. SEMO Head Coach Gary
Garner said the OVC Tournament Championship is open for any team.
"There's not a lot of difference between
the teams this year,'' Gamer said. '1 think
there is no question there are a lot of
teams that can win in Nashville. I don't
know if we're one or not, but there are
definitely a lot of teams that can win in
Nashville."
Saturday's tipoff is at 1 \ a.m. The first
300 to 400 students at the gate will get
special T-shirts from MSU Athletics to
wear during the contest.

Lady Racers break losing streak
after one-point win over SEMO
BY

Murray State 62
S£M061
RECORDS: MURRAY
STATE 7-16 (5-7
OVC), SEMO I 210 (7-5 OVC)
KEY PLAYERS:
MONIICA GADSON,
2 3 POINTS, 10
REBOUNDS; LIZ
STANSBERRY, 14
POINTS; DENISE
McDoNALD, s1x
POINTS, 10
REBOUNDS.
COMMENTS: "THERE
WERE MANY TIMES
WHEN WE COULD
HAVE Pl1T OUR HEADS
DOWN, BUT EVERY·
ONE CONTINUED TO
HUSTLE AND PlAY
WITH INTENSITY.N
- lADY RACER HEAD
COACH EDDIE FIELDS
ON ~ST NIGHT' S
GAME.

SAM A GUIAR
STAFF WRITER

The Murray State Lady Racers
ended a four-game losing streak
last night with a gut wrenching 6261 victory over Southeast Missouri
State at the Regional Special
Events Center
Trailing 55-54 with less than
four minutes to play, MSU (7-16, 5~
7 OVC) put together a 6-0 run
capped by a put back from Monika
Gadson, senior from Binningham,
Ala., to take a 60-55 lead. The
Otahkians (12-10, 7-5 OVC) would
cut the deficit to one at 62-61 in the
final minute, but that would prove
to be the final score as they misfired on a three-point attempt at
the buzzer.
Tuesday night, the Lady Racers
suffered a 66-55 defeat at Austin
Peay. Despite the loss, MSU
outscored the Lady Govs 16-2 to
close out the contest. Lady Racer
Head Coach Eddie Fields felt the
team's ability to stay focused was
critical toward last night's win.
"The last IS minutes at Peay
were the hardest this team has

Laura Oeaton/The News

Denise McDonald, junior
from Indianapolis, eyes t he
basket in the Lady Racers' 6261 victory over SEMO.
ever played," Fields said. "It
helped us learn that if we give the
effort, things will come together.
We are a blue-collar team with
blue-collar workerg. Everyone
needs to contribute for us to be
successful."
At the onset of the game, the
Lady Racers seemed destined for
their fifth consecutive defeat.

While shooting only 32 percent
from the field, they fell behind 2012 midway through the first half.
The Lady Racers would put
together a run of their own that
was capped off by consecutive
baskets from Liz Stansberry,
senior from Bargersville, Ind., to
even the score at 30-30 entering
halftime.
"There were many times when
we could have put our heads
dm'v'll," Fields said. "But everyone
continued to hustle and play with
intensity."
MSU was led by Gadson with 23
points and 10 rebounds. She surpassed Karen johnson as the
eighth aU-time leading scorer in
Lady Racer history. Stansberry
was the other Lady Racer in dou·
ble figures with 14 points. Denise
McDonald, junior from Indianapolis, came off the bench to grab 10
rebounds.
With the victory, MSU maintained sixth place in the Ohio Valley Conference. The Lady Racers
will play Eastern Illinois Saturday
at 2 p.m. following the telecast of
the men's game on ESPN2.

Ryan Brooks/The News

Isaac Spencer, senior from Montgomery, Ala., shoots a shot
o,·er a SEMO player in last night's 65-54 win.
,+

MSU assistant coach in good
condition after heart attack
STAFF REPORT

Murray State assistant basketball coach Jim Hatfield
underwent heart surgery early
Wednesday morrung and is
resting comfortably in Vanderbilt University Medical
Center in Nashville.
Hatfield complained of
chest pains on the bus following Tuesday's 84-79 loss to
Austin Peay. He was taken by
the team bus to Gateway Medical Center in Clarksville,
Tenn., but was then transported to Vanderbilt where he
underwent successful angioplasty surgery.
Hatfield's main job is offensive coordinator for the team,
Racer Head Coach Tevcster
Anderson said on Wednesday. Anderson said he was
concerned about Hatfield's
family, and that the rest of the
coaching staff will adjust to fill
the void.
"Jim is a friend first and
foremost and our main con-

cern is his health and wellbeing," Anderson s<~id. "We're
going to miss him a lot
because he means a lot to our
program in practices, game
situations and all of those
things. Chris (Woolard, assistant coach), Anthony (Boone)
and myself will have to take
on the total responsibility of
running this team because we
still have a championship to

,.

JIM HATFIELD
REMAINS IN
VANDERBILT

win."
UNIVERSITY
Hatfield was recovering at
Vanderbilt last night ~S' the ·-MEDICAl CENTER
Racers faced Southeast Mis·
FOllOWING
souri State, and Anderson said
HEART S URG ERY
Hatfield will definitely miss
WEDNESDAY.
Saturday's game with Eastern
Jllinois. Any prognosis after
that was unclear according to
Anderson.
Hatfield was head coach at
Mississippi State from 1979-81
and an assistant coach at the
University of Kentucky from
1973-75 and 1983-85 and has
more than 20 years of coaching experience at the college
and high school levels.
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Pannunzio adds local flavor to improve holes on national signing day
BY JusTIN McGILL
STAFF WRITER

jOE PANNUNZIO

Racer Head Coach

" THE

KIDS

WE'VE SIGNED
ARE NOT ONLY

qooo ATHLETES,
BUT GOOD
PEOPLE. "

five local high school football players highlighted Racer Head Coach joe
Pannunzio's second recruiting class as
Murray State head football coach.
"1 feel like good recruiting starts at
home," Pannunzio said. "The kids
we've signed are not only good athletes, but good people."
Quarterback Tony Ryan from Calloway County High School, running
back Bobby Smith from Murray High
School, offensive lineman Justin Ard
from Marshall County High School.
quarterback Stephen Hatchell from
Graves County High School and wide

receiver Terrence Biggers from Mayfield High School are the local players
who signed with the Racers on
Wednesday, the first day of the spring
signing period.
In all, Murray State signed 25 players, 22 of which are high school
recruits.
Seventy percent of the recruits who
visited campus signed with Murray
State, Pannunzio said. The bulk of the
signing class comes from Florida and
Mississippi. Nine players attend Florida high schools, while three high
school St>niors and two junior college
transfers will leave Mississippi for
Murray State.

"For us to win the OVC Championship, I felt like we had to hit Mississippi and Florida pretty hard," Pan·
nunzio said, adding he expects to sign
more players from those two states for
the upcomrng season later this spring.
Pannunzio addressed Murray State's
biggest weakness, its defense, in this
signing class. Fourteen of the 25
signees will join a defensive unit that
gave up more than 30 points and 400
yards per game last sea<;<>n.
"We've signed 14 defenc;ive players,
and some of them will need to make an
immediate impact next season," Pan·
nunzio said.
On the offensive side of the ball,

MSU signed three running backs and
four wide receivers to aid All-OVC
quarterback Stewart Childress.
"We're real excited about what
we've done," Pannunzio said. "A lot of
credit has to go to the assistant coaches
who have been working since Novem·
ber on this."
One of those coaches is Cary Fowler,
outside linebackers coach and one of
the main recruiting assistants. Fowler
graduated from Murray State in 1994,
and is the only current assistant coach
who has coached for P.1nnunzio and
former coaches Denver Johno;on and
Houston Nutt, under whom he played.
"We did something different this

,·•'
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year <~nd went for youth instead of
junior college kids like we have in the
pasl" Fowler said. "In the next two
years we'll find out just how good
they're going to be, but I think thls is a
good signing class."
Fowler also said MSU has five or
less scholarships left <md that the
recent shakeup in the University of
Kentucky football program probably
won't aifect th~ Racer football squad.
"The problems at UK started early
enough that kids stayed away from
them all together," Fowler said.
For the complete list of signecs, visit
the sports section of "The Murray State
News Online" at ·wW\v.thenews.org.
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XFL delivers what McMahon promised, 'smash mouth football'::
•

Sports Talk

TIM
ALSOBROOKS

" THE CRITICS
SMELLED WHAT

THE

XFL WAS

COOKING AND

WERE SILENCED
BY IT."

Just like many other folks Saturday
night l tuned into NBC to watch the
first XFL game. Being an avid
wrestling fan, 1 had listened to the
criticism toward Vince McMahon and
the XFL with an open mind.
But to the critics' disappointment,
McMahon did what he promised to
do - present football in a new way
that the fans would love.
NBC's 10.3 rating Saturday night
was its highest since "The Golden
Girls" were on the air, and whether
people really wanted to, they tuned
in to see what the WWF's genius
chairman had in store for them. After
the fireworks and team introductions
it was time to play some football.
Instead of the usual coin toss, a
player from each team raced down
the field and scrambled for the ball
like a basketball player chasing a
rebound. The team that came up with

•
whether

the ball, got to pick
to
receive or kick off.
Then from the nicknames on the
jerseys to the excellent work of the on
the field cameramen, two teams
engaged in "smash mouth football."
The main audience resembled the
U· to 24-year-old males who gather
to watch " Raw is War" and "WWF
Smackdown" each week. Critics
again argued this was McMahon's
plan to bring his wrestling viewers to
the XFL.
Hey, when you've got the No. 1
rated show on cable from week to
week, critics can say what they want,
but can't deny the facts of McMahon's marketing strategy.
And then came scantily clad
women as the XFL cheerleaders. The
downfall of the XFL and society as a
whole, right? Not exactly. Every sport
no matter how you look at it has a

.,
K

way to involve sex or sex symbols.
This programrrung technique is for
a target audience of mostly males, so
why not make it something they will
watch? That's why McMahon and
NBC didn't have Martha Stewart on
the sidelines as a reporter.
Now to the announcers. Everyone
wants to find some way to attack the
morals and actions of Minnesota Gov.
Jesse Ventura. Well "The Body" was a
former wrestler and then a wrestling
commentator.
His love for the spotlight and making the audience have a good time is
what led the people of Minnesota to
elect the man as governor. His football interest makes the XFL broadcast
more enticing for its fans.
When NBC cut to the OrlandoChicago game Saturday, people got a
chance to hear two of the best, Jim
Ross and Jerry "The King" Lawler.

JR and The King are welcomed into
millions of homes each and every
Monday night for their commcntating on "Raw." W\VF fans know this
duo can add humor and emotion,
whether its Stone Cold vs. The Rock,
or an XFL game.
JR did something that the announcer with Ventura couldn't do, show his
football love and give backgrounds
on the players as he felt necessary
throughout the game.
While JR handled the emotion in
the football game, The King let the
fans know about the prL>Sence of the
cheerleaders. Together the two of
them made a great gamt? between the
Rage and the Enforcers that much
better.
Three of the four games last week·
end were close, so perhaps all eight
teams are going to be competitive for
the remainder of the 10-week XFL

season.
:
The XFL wanted to remind football :
fans that players who want to win •'
show their stuff on the gridiron, which '
is how it should be. JR summed up the ·
action and the underlying theme of ;
XFL football by saying ''these pl.1yers 1:
are giving it their all for the love of the '
game, and a little bit of money.''
for at least one week, the critics
smelled what the XFL was cooking !
and were silenced by it. Their argu- :
ment now is the USFL drew high rat- •
ings itf first week and then dropped !
"
the rest of the season.
But with Vince McMahon's persona, ~
if things start to drop off in any way, he :
will do something to come out on top..~
And if the fans enjoy it, he's accom- ·
plished his main go.. t.

Tm1 Alsobrooks is n staj)· writer for "The
Murray Stntt• Nctv3."
•
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!laue Spencer,
JfUlcaWoocl
r..cSpencer
Jessica Wood
in this week's
SportLight

Spencer, Mlior
Mont-

gomery, Ala.,
~the second. Racer in Mur-

ray ~te history
to score 2,000
'points and grab
900 rebounds tn
Saturday's 80-73
toes at UT-Martin.

Spencer also set a
record .for
most startS by

Racer with 118
~t ':'ight vs.
~tMI.
soud State (See

~tory on pa~ 1.)
f Speo~ led .the
!Racers m sconng
on Saturday with
20 fOints, and
rruesttay at
Austin Peay with
~ points, despite

fouling out.
Wood, junior
frOm Colorado
~rings, Colo.,
tried out for the
USA National
oUeyball team
llaSt weekend (See
ls tory on Pa~ 14.)

,

Fell. I
UT.._..

IISU 73

Correction
In the Hart College vs. Regents College intramural article in last week's
issue of "The Murray State News," a
paraphrased quote from Regents College Coach Cassie Driskill was incorrectly typed. It should have said "scrappy" instead of "crappy." "The News"
regrets the mistake.

Basketball losing streaks
continue at APSU Tuesday
The Lady Racers lost their fourthstraight game, while the Racers lost
their second-straight game Tuesday
night at Austin Peay.
The Lady Racers trailed by 25 points
in the middle of the second half, and
went on a 16-2 run in the final seven
minutes of the game, but feU short of
victory 66-55.
Erin Fetcher, junior from OwensvilJe,
Ind., led the Lady Racers in scoring with
a season-high 10 points.
Antione Whelchel, sophomore from
Gainesville, Ga., hit a three-pointer with
three seconds left in regulation to send
the men's game into overtime, but
Austin Peay hit key free throws down
the stretch to win the game 84-79 in
overtime.
The Racers were led in scoring by
Isaac Spencer, senior from Montgomery, Ala., with 28 points.

Both basketball teams fall to
UT·Martln at Skyhawk Arena
Both Murray State basketball teams
were upset by UT-Martin on Saturday
at Skyhawk Arena.
The Lady Racers lost their third consecutive game 65-46, falling into sixth
place in the Ohio Valley Conference
standings. Turnovers were the key to
the game, as the Lady Racers were
forced into 25 turnovers.
Stacey Holmes, freshman from
Somerville, Tenn., led the Lady Racers
in scoring and rebounding with 11
points and nine rebounds.
The Racer men lost to UT-Martin for
only the second time ever 80-73. Isaac
Spencer, senior from Montgomery, Ala.,
led the Racers with 20 points
The Skyhawks had a 14-point lead at
halftime, but the Racers cut the lead to
four with 5:15 left. Martin built the lead
back to eight in the next two minutes,
and the lead swelled to as high as 11 in
the final minutes.

Jeremy Kirk leads MSU track
teams at Indiana Invitational
The Murray State indoor track teams
..:ompeted Saturday in a non-team
scored event at the Indiana Invitational
The best finish for Murray State came
from Jeremy Kirk, junior from Aloha,

Ore., who finished fifth in the 5,000meter run with a time of 15:06.47. Ryan
Davis, sophomore from Memphis, was
12th in that race with a time of 15:26.89.
Brian Knippen, freshman from
Delphos, Ohio, was seventh in the shot
put with a toss of 48 feet, 8.6 inches.
In the women's meet, Amy Williams,
senior from Carmi, Ill., was 13th in the
shot put with a throw of 39 feet, 3.65
inches). Joan Lettman, freshman from
Mall, Ontario, Canada, was 14th in the
2()()-meter dash with a time of 26.29 seconds.
Murray State will not compete this
weekend, but will take part in a meet at
Southeast Missouri State on Feb. 16 in
Cape Girardeau, Mo.

ESPN2 will televise MSU vs.
Eastern Illinois game Saturday
A key game for Murray State wiU be
televised live by ESPN2 Saturday when
league-leader Eastern Illinois visits.
The men's game will begin at 11 a.m.
Saturday in the Regional Special Events
Center. The women's game will tip off
after the men's game at 2 p.m .
The 1950-51 basketball team, the first
to ever win the OVC title, will be honored at halftime, and there are three
special promotions for the game. Satur·
day's game will be Calloway, Daviess
and Henderson Counties Day, MSU

Faculty and Staff Appreciation Day and
Media Appreciation Day.

MSU rowing club competes
atlennesselndoortourney
The Murray State rowing club garnered several Top 10 finishes at the Tennessee Indoor Rowing Championships
on Jan. 27 in Chattanooga, Tenn.
In the women's 2,000-meter races, Lauren Shivers, freshman from Hopkinsville,
got the team's only first-place finish in the
Never-Ever category with a time of 7;58.
Sharlene Beckett, freshman from Oldham
County, finished fourth in the same event
with a time of 8:34. Elizabeth Skees, freshman from Lexington, finished sixth in the
Novice competition with a time of 8:04.
In the men's 2,000-meter races, Kelly
McDaniel, senior from Union City, Tenn.,
finished sixth in the Lightweight division
with a time of 7:04. Will O'Nan, freshman
from Henderson, finished eighth in the
Novice event with a time of 6:59. Adam
Weckman, senior from Louisville, finished lOth in the Open Men competition
with a time of 6:43.
The club also competed in a 4,000·
meter mixed relay, finishing fourth
behind Oakridge Rowing Club, Clemson
University and UT-Chattanooga.

Sports Briefly is compiled by Jason Billingsley, sports editor.
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On Feb. 8, 1923,
~ NHL awarded
franchise rights to
Boston Mass., the
first American
city to have an
NHL team. The
Boston Bruins
began play in the
924-25 season.

Men's Basketball
Standings
ovc
TIU

Overall
9-2
14-7

EIU

8-2

APSU

7-4
MSU
6-4
Morehead 5-5
UT-Martin 4-6
SEMO
4-7
TSU
4-7
EKU
0"10

15-6
16-7
11-10

11-10
9-12
13-10
7-16
6-14

Standings as of Feb. 7

Men's Basketball
Schedule
S•tunlay
Entem llllnolt 11 Mumy Sial• (lSI'N2) I I
a.m.
Soulhul.t Mislouri ol TI!M<_,...M• rlln 6
pm.
Eastern Kl!ntudy II Au• tin rt-.y 7::10 p.m
Mort'he.td Stair at ftllllt'>$,.., St.~ I• 7· 10 p m

Mandoy
Tenneuoe T«h ot E111<m Ulinola 710 p.m.
Weolneed•y
Mo"'" BcoWn at SouthHsl Mls.ouri 1 p.m

Thu....toy
l:'T-M.Irtulol Eaolml Kentu<.ky, 6 l0 p m
Muruy Sc.."' at M~a.J 510"', 6JO p m

Au:slin P•y at T....- Ttch. 7:J(J p m

Women's Basketball

Women's Basketball
Schedule

Standings
OVC Overall

TIU
EKU

t 1-{)
8-2

18-4
16-5

APSU

8-3

12-10

SEMO
7-4
UT-Martin 4-6
MSU
4-7
TSU
4-8
EIU
1-9
Morehead 1-9

12-9
10"11
6-16
6-15
5-16
5-16

Standings as of Feb. 7

S•tunl•y
l..ost,•rn lllinoi• •• Murr•y SIAl~ 2 p m,
South~••• Mi~1un at f't nn.. _,, Morton 4
p.m .
~:.~tern l<entu,ky • • Au•lin I'•··•Y5.30 p.m
Mot't'!h~a.J St.th' , .t ll"nrWS$*.~· St.lh• SJO
p .m
Mond•y
T, ....,.,....., T...:h •t l'••tm• llhnt•o• 5:15

Intramural Basketball
Schedule
Residential Colleges
(All at RSEO
M•n

Tutsdty
l!•g••nl1 y,, H.. ter 8 p.m

Fronklln v.. Rt<hmon.l 9 p.m
CIM~ "· Whit~
~llt•b<oth Vt.

rn•

10 p.m
Hnt ll p.m.

Wolftftl

Thund1y

r..,,_M,uton at E•~ tttn Krntu,·~y
Ollp.m

Murray St.•te at Morelw•J St.ote 4 :lO p.n•.
AUStin f'l>ay ol Tl'l\n..'11k.., l ...h 5;30 p m ,

Tu~y

t!•rt vs lii71N1il 7·30 p.m
Clork vt. lle.ter 8c.l0 p m.
Sprang.-. ...._ M•'lJ"""' <!:JO p.m.

.·"

Greek Leques
(All at Rac~r Arena)
MOCid•y
Alph.J Omicron 1'1 vs lll<S"l 7 p.m
Sitpno Chi v-. l..&rnbJo l..hi Alph.J 8 p.m
r. Kapp• Alph• •• AIph• ~tglllol l'lu ~
p m.
!>igm• Sogma S•sm• vs. IISU q JU p m. (at

Fe6. J

..

APSU 88
MSU SS

RSEC)
Alpha SogrrM Alpha v• Alptw C.:.umn•
O.lt.l 10 p.m
Tu~y
Alplu 0m~<Tt•n

illU II

IIQJO 75
ro vs, Alph.J G.omn>o

Delta 7p.ni

Wedneodoy
Alph.J Sogm• Alptw •-& o:;u 7 p.m.
Alpt"' C..amma RM vs. 1'1 Kapp;o t\lph.• 8
p.m
Slgm• l'i ' .. Alph.J T•• Olnq;.l • P.:'J'
K.t~ Alph.JI'»• u. slttrM Chi 10 P""'

ftll.

ur........

SOUrce: ES1'N
I' •

The Brothers of Sigma Chi are proud to
announce the Spring 2001 rM Pledge Class
Andrew Behl
Devin Davis
Chris Dietrich
Mark Dobson
Joey Funk
Shannon Gilkey
Josh Harper
Jon Harrison
Andrew Hinz
Mike McCarty
Mike Perry
Josh Polk
Taylor Redfern
Josh Scholl
Justin Taylor
Justin Watts

Rubber Soul
Batlle of the Bands
begins at 7p.m.
Dean Hall
MUST BE 21 TO ENTER
ON ALL NITES
food 01enu cJWcJIIcJble o Pool •cJble1 & dcJdl
Wednesday - Saturday 6 p.m. to close

Good Luck Magister Dan Bland

2069 IRVIN COBB DRIVE - PADUCAH, KY - (270) 575-0508
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Jessica Wood looks to dig into role on USA national team:~
BY JASON

BILLINGSLEY

SPORTS EDITOR

Jessica Wood, junior from Col·
orado Springs, Colo., may be trading in cheers of "Let's Go Racers"
for "USA, USA, USA" this summer.
Wood was one of 70 volleyball
players from across the nation
accepted to try out for the USA
National A-2 team at the U.S.
Olympic Training Center last weekend. The resulte; will be known in
the next couple weeks.
"There wasn't a lot of pressure on
anyone there," Wood said. "Everybody was looking at it you go in,
give it your all and the coaches
make the decision.
"It's just awesome being there in
the first place. If I make it great; if
not, I had a great time. When you
get to play with these great players,
it's just fun."
The position Wood was trying
out for was the libero, or defensive
speciali.c;t position. A newly-created
position, it is purely deferu;ive, in
that players do not serve or attack
the ball, but only stay in the back
row digging attacks from opposing
players.
The libero does not have to follow

standard rotation. rules, and can
replace any player who is rotating
to the back row from the front row.
Wood led the Racers in digs this
season with 278 (3.12 per game).
With the tryouts in her hometown and the arena about five min·
utes from her house, Wood had an
unusual advantage over the other
69 players. One of her friends from
her former d ub team Brittany
Hochevar, Long Beach State sophomore setter, also tried out
"It was incredible, because you
would always tour the Olympic
Training Center and see the actual
athletes walking around, and now
you're one of the athletes they were
looking at. It was kind of funny,"
Wood said. "It was a privilege to be
playing with the best athletes in the
country."
Wood's mother, father and
grandmother were all there to
watch her tryout.
"(They) have always been very
influential and very encouraging,"
she said. "My dad has always been
the pep talker, go get 'em kind of
guy. It was really awesome having
them there, because they don't get
to see me play much since Murray
is 17 hours away."

Wood found out about the tryouts from her Colorado dub coaches, Bill and Judy Pier.
''The whole program is excited
that Jessica got this tryout," Murray
State Head Coach David Schwepker said. "The experience alone will
make her a better player- just to see
what other players are like, to be
around some of the greatest players
in the nation. It's going to help her
and it's going to help our team.''
Wood said she felt she did well at
the tryout, ~hich consisted of two
four-hour practices Friday and Saturday and scrimmages on Sunday.
Coaches from some of the top programs in America, including UCLA
and Stanford, ran the drills while
the U.S. coaches took notes and
evaluated the players.
With Wood having to leave
Wednesday for Colorado Springs,
the volleyball team did not have a
chance to throw a formal celebration, but they did show a lot of support for Wood.
"Oaudia (Hubauer, sophomore
from Falkenstein, Germany) helped
me practice a bit, and just whenever
they could they helped and supported me," Wood said. "I got a
card or two saying 'good luck' and

,
News
Jessica Wood, junior from Colorado Springs, Colo., was one of 70 players competing for t he squad.
'kick butt' and several phone calls,
so that was nice.''
Meesa Olah, sophomore from
Belleville, Ill., is one of Wood's

STAFF WRITER

The men's tenniS team may be dO\'\'Il one
man in competition, but its not down in spir-

its.
The team will head into action this weekend with five eligible players, which is one
short of the minimum six that is desired to
compete in matches. For each match the
team will lose the sixth point and will compete in two doubles matches instead of
three.
Zakaria Bahri, freshman from Meknes,
Morocco, is entering his first season in college tennis and finds himself in a role
unusual for freshmen.
"It's a big disadvantage having only five
players because you automatically lose one
single and one double," Bahri said. "But I
am looking forward to giving it all I have
and maturing as a tennis player as the season goes on."
Purcell said he expects the freshman players to step up this season.

"In a way being down a man, may help us
out next year," he said. "Our experienced
players know what they have to do, and
now my two freshman are going to have to
step up. It's a great learning experience for
them."
The team is 1-2 on the young season with
a 4-3 loss to Austin Peay last weekend, and a
previous loss at nationally-ranked Ohio
State. Coach Mel Purcell said the players are
ready to compete.
"The guys have a great outlook on the sea·
son and they all work well together," Purcell
said. "Even if we are down a man, our focus
is still there to play hard."
The team's schedule includes teams such
as Auburn, Middle Tennessee State, Georgetown College and Indiana. Purcell said he
hopes these competitions will prepare the
team for Ohio Valley Conference action in
April and May.
"We get breaks early on in February and
March, but then in April we play twice or
three times a week," Purcell said. ''These
tough games against big schools may make

great experience for her and it got.
Murray State's name out among .•:
the best volleyba ll players and.:::
coaches in the nation.

Women s tennis set for spring season ;

Purcell one player short of needed amount
BY TIM ALSOBROOKS

teammates and best friends on the
team. She aaid the team was excited and proud of her, no matter
what happens, because it was a

the team get pumped for competition."
Purcell said the team practices nearly
every afternoon, but tennis is not like other
team sports because there are more individual aspects.
"lhe guys do all their strength conditioning on their own, and come out to work on
things individually," Purcell said.
Purcell praised Murray State for attracting
these athletes with its academic program in
addition to athletics.
"The professors and faculty are very
understanding to all athletes," Purcell said.
"And I stress to my players to make sure
and work on their degree while they're in
school to have something to fa ll back on
after college."
The team will face the University of Day·
ton, Eastern Kentucky University and
Georgetown College this weekend.
"I am really excited and ready to compete," Bahri said. ''We have been practicing
hard indoor and outdoor and playing each
other, which is the best way to get ready for
other matches.

that percentage to 67 percent, they could
win every dual match based on just the·
singles games.
After a strong fall season, Lady Racer
"It showed that they are capable," ·
Head Coach Connie Keasling is looking Keasling said. ''If we could up that to 67.·:
forward to the Ohio Valley Conference percent, we would have an outstanding.':
spring women's tennis season.
season. We want to bring home the OVC
Melissa Spencer, freshman from title to Murray State," Keasling said.
Roswell, Ga., and Kerry Lea Glass, junior _
The team has similar goals for the seafrom Alpharetta, Ga., have been producson.
tive additions to the team.
"We have a good shot at winning the
Spencer played at the No. 1 position in
conference," Graham said. "We are all
the fall season and finished with a record
playing with a lot of intensity at practice
of 10-4. Cheryl Graham, sophomore from
Peachtree City, Ga., finished with a 10-3 to get as much out of it as possible."
The weather has definitely been on '
record, while Georgina Katona, senior
their
side the last few weeks.
from Budapest, Hungary, ended 7-4.
"The
girls have bt.-en competing to see
Maria Alonte, junior from Milwaukee,
who
gets
the best tan the fastest,"
finished the fall with a 6-6 record.
"lt just makes practice
Keasling
said.
"They (Spencer and Glass) fit into our
::·
more
enjoyable,"
program really well," said Keasling.
The
women's
tennis
team
will
begir\•:
"With their ability they have allowed
Alonte and Graham to stay at their high the spring season with matches against '
Southern Illir\Ois Of\ Feb. 16 and Miamf ·:
levels."
The team won 62 percent of all singles of Ohio on Feb. 17. The matches will be"·~
matches in the fall .. H they can improve played in Louisville.
BY STEPHANIE ELDER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Schoot•s Ha.rd Enough ...
The Curris Center a

Features Include •..
• 4-br 4-bath & 2-br 2-bath
• Private bath off each bedroom
• Fully furnished & unfurnished
available - You pick!
• FREE washer & dryer in apt
• Individual Leases
• Minutes from campus
• Very high speed Internet
• FREE Cable with HBO
& Cinemax
• Roommate matching
• Clubhouse with ping pong,
pool table, foosball & stereo
• Sparkling swimming pool
• Lighted tennis cou rt
• State-of-the-art fitness center
• 9-foot ceilings with ceiling
fans in all bedrooms and
living room

appy 20th Anniversary!_.,.....,..

Watch for celebration
specials all week.

i)'

Advertise your business in the sp ecial edition •

At Least One Decision is a No-Drainer

Murray

Place

Luxury Living for College Stud~nts

Sign before February for special rates.
Rent starting at $265 per month.

759-3003
1700 Lowes Drive
www.MurrayPiace.com
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UT tackles MSU rugby club in painful home opener=·
:·

Bv JusTIN M cGILL

..'•

STAFF WRITER

fighting against its own inexperience,
an almost three-month break and the
Uaiversity of Tennessee Volunteers, the
r~gby team fell 37-0 on Saturday.
Murray State's defense played with
increased intensity in the second half of
tlle game- after falling behind 25-0 in
th~ first half -to limit UT to only two
scores.
:'This is our first game in about two
a~d a half months," said Coach Geoff;~y Gainford, senior from Belize. "The
d~fense stepped up and defended their
ho.m e turf with more pride than they
did in the first half. The score should
have been even in the second half, but
with the inexperience we have under
them we couldn't finish the game well."
yr wasted no time taking the advan-

tage in the game, scoring less than one
minute into the action. MSU came within a breath of scoring about midway
through the first half, but UT regained
momentum and continued their scoring
onslaught, netting five scores in the
half. Because of the windy conditions,
UT converted none of its kicks.
"It's the first time we've p layed their
A team in a while, so it's a privilege,
especially since they had to come here,"
Gainford said.
UT, last year's Mid-South Conference
runner-up, offered a challenge to Murray State. Gainford said playing against
a team of this caliber magnifies weaknesses more than p laying against a
weaker team.
"We know what we need to work on,"
Ga inford said. "They weren't minor
mistakes. They were major m istakes
because every time we made one they

took it in and scored."
John Firestone, junior from Murray,
said Murray State, with a 5-3 record
since September, is on the verge of
becoming a dominant team.
"We have a small team that's got a lot
of heart," Firestone said. "We've got
some kinks to work out. Once we do,
we're going to be a great team. This
team has the potential to be a great team
in the Mid-South."
One of Murray State's four home
games will be p layed Feb. 17 at 1 p.m.
on the intramural fields. MSU will host
Rhodes College from Memphis.
"We've beaten them twice in a row, so
we've got a bit of a winning streak to
defend," Gainford said. "After (Saturday's) loss we'll definitely hope to set
the record straight and get our season
back on track."

Ryan Brooks/The
News

Tim Thompson,
senior
from ,·
Murray,
attempts
to
recover the ball '·
after a fumble by' ·
J eremy Baker '
(12), senior from
M o r g anfield ~ .
during MSU's
37-0 loss to the
of..
University
Tennessee
on
Saturday.

Classifieds
PERSONALS
I.II'I!HOI'SI.l., I'Rcf

Prt'I(Oa0'-1'

FOH

I.,.Li,

[}~vi<.!!

1 p.m. 10 ' p.m.

SAW\IIU S379S. New St1pcr lunthcr·
nul<' 2000. ~lrf~cr c:tp;KIIic.~. mor<:
upll•'"' · ~1.~nufJ<'turc:r of '""'"Hit~.
t:<lj!l'r,& and
~ktdll<'n. .
Nmwootl

Frat~roltle1,

Sororltkl,
ClubA
Scudrnt Groupe ... l~m $1000-~2000 thi.•
-..:mc~lt'l' wath 1he ..asy C:lnlpu.<fundrai..
<T.n"n 1Im., hour fun<it-Ja<in~ .:vt·nt No

JUl..-. n:quuc:d

Fundr~binl(

S;l\\'mill•.

2~2

Sonwil OnH:, 1\uiT.tlo, NY

1'122';. HOI).57K-136:\ cxt ,300-N

chtci Jn: fill·

IO!l qui<:kly , >Cl <-all LOd.iy! V>nl.'l<1 (~m
pu•fundr-Jio't'l',roffi :u lllillll ?l3-.~..!38. "'
vi.•it ,."'""-'"'"f'U'fundr:n'\<'r c:om

A'TTI'.NTION HO\lEO'\l',II.FRS ll•,pb)

hQOn•:s w·~NN for nnyl tik.hn11 n:pl:lcement \\indu'Mi-<:nc:lo.ure. :-.lo (l'~yment
umtl .!tlOI. P:a)ment., aurting al $89.00
pt:r month Ali •·n.o(.(ol qu;.ohflt:'. Clli HtlO-

\!ISS KENnJCKY AMERICAN Tec:n/Pr<"!l'cn l'ron'"'' ~hnb,.,hrp PaReJnt for
l(rrh 3-20 . Fr<-.: vtd<:<l & hrochurc: l:l()Q.
6(,.; -Ill!~ I 'llo make-up ftir youn11 ~111.•

liELP WANTED

U·lll.
PAYJN<j TOO MUCH lor your cenn llfc
ln•urann·>. To ·'"" if you an:, "'·'it nm
wdhill: al J<,lin•urJno:.e<>rtli<ooll !lSI.

IIOIIIZONCAMPS
<~llllfl-' 111

CO~•SUM\<IP.H

NY, ME, PA, .1nd WV :.t.'t'k

GencrJI Cnun.o;clol'l ;.ond Gmur l.t:adcn~,
plu.; A(ll\'lly Spt.'Ciall'ol' :100 ()irt·<,C>I"!
whn l<":t<'hkn:adl: tt'nnh, K\\1mnllnJ:,
dimhing, h:u:kpackin~. «J>'inj!. ni<IIIO·
r:oin hiking, n:llurt', kayakinR. ctnoetng,
-.;ulmjl, wal<"r.,.kling, wm<hurfml(, n>p<::"'c,untet rhr:nn:--, C!.tnn:, ~11~. «.r:lft.{
<t!rJmk~. wnndworking, ;.urncll 14IJ>.~.
wch<ll<" lloljlll, dc,.ktup puhlt,hln!!,
pholow~phy, vldt:o, wdghht(,lne•'·
RYIIIIIJ,IKII, ;orchery, )(<>If, vulkylult,
n>llt·r·h<Kkt:y, lat'ms,..,, >O<.'t'er, 1~:~-,dxoli,
nntl ba,kl!th.•ilt Nur.le.,, kitrhen :md
(IJ'<'I"Jiion' loiJil abo nee..k'tl. W'Kk r:tnj!t:
nf P'lill mtcrn.,hlp" fnr many nutor.ol
june lh--AUJlU.'t 16. lknetll.' lnd•H.I<"
lr;llninl!. s:tbry, ~(l'Onltlll!d:lllun , lontl,
laundry. ;~nd trJvt:l allowance. Ap(lly

A ll C T I 0 N

BLSif\ESS OPPORTtr\ITIES
$'2,'5011 J'l'ft·ht'M' S!l,llOO full-lime. Nn
c:xp•:ncnu:, Complcl<' truinonR Sl1r1 yuur
11wn h•L•inc::•'- ll<: your own be~"'· Toll·
flft' I!M-'III'I·:i72·1 .:xl. 257
Ill': YOUR OWN ROS!i (10'-\lhlo: $2'SOO
rxin-tunc SBOOH fuit·hme momhll'. Pm·
C¢>-"nll Ul'Ur.JfK'<' daun• lor hc:;llthcnrt'
fl{o,Vidc:l1<. I Ket~.,lng tnvomlt'm n:-qutrc:d
ph.i., computer Toll-free !f66.'i84·372~

nmnth.

COMI'lTl'Eit PROGRAM~ER...A n:Jtlonal·
ly " "-' o!(nll.t."<< <-ori-<Uitinl! firm b fit!t·kutll
apptkant• for :1 full-ltnlt: flO'ilion in lht'
C~trhonchle, lllinnh M<:~ ld<'ti .andl·
d•tc:J< Will have BS m <:OOlfl~llc:r ~ ••·nn~
anll I'"'''""~ skill~ In Ohw•H•m·nt<·d
P"~rammtnl!, ROHMS 1\l(>c.fdiOJ(, GL I
ll•·vdoprnc:nl, ~nd lnt.:mel ha,.'<l :tpplt·
(.';.Ilion'~. Good nr;tlf~nn~n (nn\mllnk.a•
1100 and org;mtUiiorul ~til• n«e"-'l!lty.
Arplk':lnll> ~houltl ><nd rt:llun~e und rd ·
c-rt·nce; ICI • V'tn" Pre,kk."'O, P 0 . ll<•x

I)RI\'ERS·EXPF.lUF.N<:f.r>
DRIVERS
START al _34c :1 lillie, IOf' (lJY-40< t1 mole.
l)t'd~<.al<'tl i""''uon•, l'un:IUS<' lc::t...: pn)o
j!l':llll n._.w.lust·J! M.S <::.Omc,., HIMI·~.il·
'i!ll') F.OI'.

1)16, C'.:ubonchlc:, II. 61903. 1:0£.

n)' drivc::s! Paid for routl'd m1lo. I !p lo
•Yl cp111! Gu:uant..'«< home pllli<y. 23
ye:m. nld, I )'<"-;II, OTR & COL w / Hazmu.

ATTI;NTJO:-o DRIVERS-NO F.XPF.RlllNCf.
NECI!S-'>ARY' nte Transporunkm nct:d.<
dn,-,.,., S650 Jtturanl<:<'<l wttkly fl<J(cn·
ual In t::lm 900 per we<:k or lll(>tL' und
Mtll JICI home Wt'<'kt:n<l<l Fur COL lr.tln
IIIII l'tll Rl)0·206-7364
I>RIV!'Il'i-NJ:\X' STARTING P~Y ..;('.AIJ-:,
paill nn<:nlatinn. caminl( pul<·nu.tl up hi
S~,(l()O pt:r yo::tr, full bc:nc(IL,, llt:W

moJd nlnvenllonal lraclttr-, qu;tlhy
home lime. rt·glonal ,s; OTH tlnvt·rs
nn.'tlc:ll NO STI IDENTS I'I.Y.A~f. Cull
ARCTlG
EXPRESS
1100·9l7-043 I
www ~n.IKCXP"-"'' com, P 0. 1\ox 129,
Htlli.ml. OH 43itz6.

onlin" :11 '""""' honl'.O!k,':lmps.com m
<-:ill 1800) s+l-S44/l

2S6

lu<ily High rc:n:nue lncllh.<fL'LIK, II<"-'
NI'I:I·KY to VA , T!'1 & TX. ~II trl7-ll5~
(,707 or 61)-64;1-5tiOO

per

Cl>l. A I)RIVERS-Heglon;~l hlt hum<•
WL.._.kcm<m In 2001, $10ilcl ~IMn -On·Siart
llfl to .;H <pm all mile~ tm11ly medh-:11.
okntal, \'i,inn, 4011\. va<'atiun (XI)', n•n
25UH·.;\Ooo w•~klr ""'"~ tla1hed . All
:J'<.'il!l'll...f <l>OVt'l\llOn:JI 0<"t:t, our <.lrivcm<
C:unilie< l'Ont<' f~r.>~! <'!All 800-fll!l-KJ~H
:1n)1tmc:.

JOii!INTl'RNSHII" ~ 11r.:a1 kid.' 'llllllll<"f

(n.,uran<<' ~~ Hlil!-44o--491S for Jnlo\..,;t
I"Jl•"' ll~lk>O\\ kk

AI\SOllfTEI.Y FRfl' II\;FO' lnt.c:rm'l U'ol.'fll

COL TRAINING N""'' htni!JI inex(lt'fl·
t'fl<<!ll lln•t:r.- for tr~lning ~nd ('lbcc:rnclll
Wllh nu~>r lru.:kinJ! cttmP""Y Cb:..-<:>
'WI\ wc:.:kl)·. Gnmm<IOW<'lhh Tn1d: Dri·
ver:< S<hool C.all toll fn.oe· Rn-?iO··ti~IJ

l'II ·(J!H~.

2114~1\~

()1(1\'EJ(S.()wner Opt:rl!ttr:< l.ln(iil~r
R:rn~tcr IS .:xp.a.ndtn)l <tflC.'r.lhOil" m Ken·

'll':mted! ~2000-S~l
.,..,...,.,•.t:~tmlkWt::lllh. nc:t

rro:e

ANNOUNCEMENTS

:O.wrh Tran,pon;olton """ ""'ll"hlo,: up lu
)~,C)()() tuitkln n:hnhur"·nl<111 lm I'X('k'rt•
c:nn..-d dnvt:'n.. Nuw )urm~ fur \ . m... ,
llaii><.'<L, , 0.0 & aulohaul •lwhonn., HOCl-

caD Carol .. 474·

Ol'

l77j.

duwn' Uk'lnne W:lrr.Jnt)" 0111 1<>11-fn.-e
lnduy For
CSIII11Jt.:! HAA-6711·3113~
Wcatllt'flfkl\ll'l ProdUL1.<,

Mchlk"t!.

C!l!.

pcn10n oo Friday Much 9, from

'\l'INI>0\1/ & 'IDING ~AI.Y. $li9.00 p<:r
n1un1h .~it (milt Jl'l'!.'plt:<ll :'llo n~>nt:y

f.RI, I lmc you wnh all my hl'artl Harpy
V~IL'Iltmc',; l);~yt "''"" you forev..r, your

n.~Pan·tlme

evenlna
employmenl (or .ervert, bu. prrIIONI and k ltd vn wor ken. Apply In

WOlff TA'IINING IIEI>S TAN AT
HO.\IFJ 1\uy duu1 ~nd ...,.n:l Cnmtnt'r•
ciJI/ hnmt' unit' from ) 199.00. l.o,.
ltk~hly paym<'nl' Fn:c: color <':IUI<'II
C'.ull
today
AOO.M2·1.HO
www.npcL<bn.o>m

HAPPY VAlFNllNI!'S I>...V to the- l~llrt:ll
n( Alpl1.1 C.:~rn= Ddtl. -l>r. Tn:y ;~nd
l>r. v.~.

I

Aurora.

liBIDSTOil.E.OOM

7~j.()70{) WWW IJfU\N:.Ill'!(

HAPI'Y \'AI.EN11N£S I>AY John
l.nvc, Your Unl .. Ango:l.

BRASS LANTERN IU!5TAUJlANT, In

SALE

'

ORIVF.R.'i Dcdleltc:d t<1tiOJUI & OTR

h;~,"-• pJ,Ic/pt'rtllil'i/fud l.lX,"S, rchnhur:«•
lulls ·,<.,It's. lx;IM· pur< h:t"-' pruw:un
"'',rilahlt' lll:'KI-9·Hk'I7C>6, lo\WW <'('lt:'!r;rn•·
f'<>I1.COI11.

<':Ill

~J.I3nl

2·7~0. \\W" ·'ffiXl',l'l'llll

llRIVER·A Happy New Yr.u fur romp:~

ORI\'ER.COn:o~nt Tr.m•r<lr1 C>Jst to
L'O:I-'1 run:<. Tcan~• '<Un 11p to 46c $1 ,000

}i< u mli<' IU •tan,

Pasch.• II Trude Unt."'. II(JO.g48-()40;
DRIVER . Allrt:<l VJn Une:~ Ius openinll'
Ill dL'<;trnni<S ,tnJ tr;ule ~Ill, I\\~. C(.,,~ ,\

Cl>l. wuh 1 )'<::11 cw.:r-rlw-m:ld <';l'(l<"l·
c:tu-e Tr.Kinr pur~h:L'<' ;o;.ulablc:. C.rll
Htl().6j1·.l20U, f>cpl . AI\YS
:>'TARr TilE Nf.W YHAH wuh ~ new
t'lln~ Truckrn){ nffcr:< fft'•·dum .lnd

)'UU Of\ the 1'(1~\(
H6(,.l44-3644 utday fur <k'l:ul• or
cmhn<" :myume at WVoo'Vol lnt<l>~mcrt

jlr<::ll ploy! \Ve Cl1l
(.:IJI

vt-11

(lUI

!!ll~r;tnl<'<'ll

~lj!n-on h<>nus lc>r exp. ~'tXllp;iO)' dtiVCr:<.

For expt:rit'l><'\.'<1 clriH!"' il()().441-4j94.
Fur owner op<:r:rtor,. An-ll41l-<i615.
fJRivtR·Incxpt:rit:n•'<'\Jl l..,;11n lo he an
I >TR pn>lc:-.,ionJI fn>nl .1 top <~urk-r
Cit<'lll
CXC:(Utl\'t!'l>lylc ht·nt·lll., """
conn·ntlun:tl<'quipmcnt <:.til I• kliylli.S

r••Y·

Xprc:.'-'

E:m> 42).:-~~1.. a yc;tr ~ntl c:n~l)'

A VON·IJlllkiOJI for higher IO<'f!lllc? Mill<'

ilS.'i!IO<'<l

n.,x,t~.,

~'tfU1('1lllt:OI, <}<)% <10-I•>U(h, ~)-(>(Yif, (.(mp
:rn\.1 h<klk, )lrc:JI l>t'nctlu; :rnd home limLJ
~1~1!(~ BtJ,~;c

lrnrninJ<! H<JU."nwmc::als int.-lu<hl! No

.HIC ~II rnik:s. t...-.Lw opUon.< """:Iii INn
m<tn~')' tlnwnJ ~·ucl tnn:nlivo & mun.~

7111~"'56

1..111 Hurhnj11no Mowr C:mf.:no llOIIo'IH.i·
950•

hour.<? Tnclct><.'lldcO<-..·>

.~\'ON

lt:c. wh;u ynu,rc iookln)l lor k'l.>o ttlk
f!IIR.,'M>1.Jil66. Nu lt()ofnmt f«

Uncs OOE.

urllrnni$SS"1 TrJc1or lrJtlt:f lrarn•nJI RfiK.

I>I!IVER!'-.flomc c:vcrY wc.:kt·rJd, No
N,,.. York Clt)i Camp:in)·· Pt•Y lu'<(.'(l on
Opt.'ncnt.'t.', R~'<'al hendlb. OwnL-r Ofll'T•
IIIU1'1 .i!jt :a mlle, fud ~unllli'JIC, i"·'Y

"'"'k'-1 H<J0-HZ'J-I',{>l)9

ORIVI-:R-Ncw p;oy pl.tnl ;\I¢·.~S( ~ nuk--

ORI\'FRS: S.>lo.- up tn t~t lk:r nulo:
1~';\111-' U(l IU 4,ZC pt.'f tnllc, LUOU'll<lllt'

I u1.:s lt..orx:nlnll' In Uljlistk><, Rl'ln<::tllon. hl.m ·
'"''"'~''• Jnu fl;llrn:d n.·cl-•. MtnillliiUI ol
3 mnnlhs o c(r csperl<'n<<' "~llllrl'd,
Tr.rctor JlUrdl!l"-' ~vatl;ol!]e, C.olt ll00-341'12147, D<:fll. KYS

PLUMIIFilS, lid~r~ •• tnd l'l<'<ll ~<1.111'

lli!!l-936-.B.~

A Sj<;,QOO PER YEAII C.~RI!I!R1 C.H En~
1;11)1.1 ~'<\.- dtW\.'1' II"Jllll."'-'' IS
GI>L

DRIVER~· North AmcroCJ<I \'Jn

I>ATA I'_"'THY·Cu•tnmcr ...,r,·ke lot
l.uul,\lllt• ;tf\'11, MoL\1 he ok(l<!nr.bhle.
P;~ic.l v-J< arion anll holidJy• Fie~ chi"
h()ttt,,, 'UI" ii1111R'<h.lldy (;.111 H00·2'iQ.
n-4'\ ·''" lnr Tell)' ur t><.•nnt, ,

Or.~l.lwh: 'ludo:nrs H()(}.jjK-64.!11.

<'\Jtr.llrun~t.<"Om

wv

01100-92~'\5'56 '" KU.M "'1111
COl\TROI.LfR·TIW MC>.'<t.'riJICr•lnqulrer.
J 33.000 chtly in (JWt·nohnrn, 1\Y Is
~kinR a contrullcr with I·~ ~Jl'\1 nl""'!<r>~JX-r cxpericnn·. ·n,.: 1<-'e:al <'and••LII.:
will h:tvc a li.l<ht:lor' Tkgrr·•• in
Accuunlinl(, CPA '" MilA pn:lc:rr.:u,
eX<"Cllcnt wrllh·n untl •>r••l (<JIIIIHunJ•'I• ·
rion 'kill•. super.·i"''Y .Joi.Vnr nwnaf!<'rnt.'llt exp<:nt:I\Ct' 10 '""J .1 i,I.'I·Jl;l".'tl
tlc:p;rnmc:nl of 7, <'XCdknl llfJ::tnl:uli<>n ·
at skills, and :<trnng ~n:rlyll4011 ~ntl pn>h·
k·m-..olnn!( :;kills Exc..·ll.-nl bcnefll
p.Kk:lge. Oi:lllry I.:L-.cd nn e•pt.'Tit.:rllc
St:O<l "'-"'lime 1<~ Controller St·:m:h, M~.,..
st'll,Re<·lnquirer, P 0 llox 1<180, 0\\c:nshoro, KY 42302.

ORIVER·II fl3Y' IO "'"" Wt!h IL,, C'.all Slrr
tO<by. R77-2+4·7Z9J or 1177-I!IG•PAY·
!lAY, R=t p:ty, (l'Jill wo:ckly, t!)(celll.'nl
bc:ncfils, $1,2')0 •ijln·on honus, ~llldt'nl
~tno<.lu.ltt:s wo:knm•· Sou1h.:rn lkh11(L'rJI·
t•d Transpnn.

C:tll ll()()..44t-4271 ext WF.TI\S,

U(liO

(l3<h2j!<'. A'-'il(tl<'d lllll><'ll-

I>RIVER-l)ti\c wilh pri<.lt" ltt.on 11p lo ~
for """"' 41f lor lcJm.,, All rondn,
$10,000 hrmtL•. EOE <:.ont:r•, 1\LLM

EOF.

lion.ol you Urtvt< hl>lll<', $I 'iCM I "-•lln•{>O
hnnll> With I yc:ll n.ulx:d <'Xp<:IICIKd

Full l"'nL'Ioll>

jS,!~~~ ~cr.•

t

I)RI\TR1>/0'11l-Sl.ll ·1 r;rn'(l< 111, lrw h;L'
un cxc·ouns; llL'W p:l}' p:u k.r!(t' 1\xpcto•
ctKcll dti\'crs <~'" siJn up tu -~~t pt.•r
mil.:. lull <·nmp:m)' h•·ndtt.,, ··~cdlcm
lunnc tinu.· , ~tre:.•L milt'S. Mu~t h.!\t..• Cl.:t'-'
~ Cl!l & l>t: uhle "' f>J-''' DOT rhy,knl

anti dru11 ,_,.._.,..n TrJinlnA :n•at!Jhk· ll()().
97•i"'.!6211l00-S4~iOIU t'XI 805/lln.S~

Hl84

S40k IU :s60I.: )T (l<lCcntlall ll:IIJ Entry:
w., rx-c:d daim pn K:C:.."l" nnw• Nu
c<p<:ncnn: o«UL...J \\-111 lr~in . Cnmputt:T
r.'qUirt.'tl. llAA-.H-4-IOJj ()<:pi 31~
HMHTAT fl)R IIUMANI1Y Jlo,.ilnl!
Grt-c:n , W.orren County Ch.op!L'I ha.• ·"'
ll(>c:Otnj! for !In P.Xt:<'UIIVt: ()ln;,·lnr, ~ml
rt:Mintc to 1'.0 . ll<•x lilt;, llov.lln);
Grct:n, 1\"Y .. t21U2, l>ca<llrnc 2/lVIII

REAL ESTATE
3 :!Crt'S
wuh hoot ,t;p $24.~l()O lk:tuiJfufiy \H~'ld
c:d, 'f'<."~Jcubr ,~ •. dt'cdcd ii~'C1:S.'> 1o
TI:NNE.,'lEE l.AKP. liAKGAIN

fL'I.I'\."JII<lll:lllliiO lakt:·n<:xl
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today at The Murray State
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Mens' tip off... Saturdag @ 11 a.m.
momens' tip off................ z p.m.
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The game will be on
ESPN2

The first 300 Murray Students will receive free T-shirts to be worn in the end zone.
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Sunday Buffet
• Fresh Buffet
Served
All Day
Soup
: Super Dessert & Fruit Bar
759-2348
:·• Hand-Dip Ice Cream Bar
406 N. 12th St.
Served 7 Days A Week
(Next to Pizza Hut)
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Dine-In Carry-Out Catering
Gift Certificates Banquet Room

It's Time to Try Thai
Make it a Valentine's to Remember!
We Invite you to celebrate the red and pink holiday with us,
with a special menu set at Thai's Corner.
0
nvite all your single friends or your families, and make a reservation.
You will get an extr:a I 0% off at Thai's Corner.

Thai's Corner
REST AU RAN T

Located at Olympic Plaza (Next to Gold Rush)

Fri & Sat 11 a.m. -10:30 p.m. Sun-Thur 11 a.m.- 9:30p.m.

753-3328

'£'LMexican
"'ESO~
Restaurant

Tune-up your engines with
the right parts from

'~uthentic

I

Mexican
Cuisine At Its Finest"

Murray Auto Parts, Inc.

769-9247

1300 N. 12th St.
641 N.

1006 Chestnut Street
(Next to Cher.i Theatre)

753-4424
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ENROLLMENT:
Students comfortable
with percentages
From Page 1
the African-American scholar events.
"I was invited to the Black Honors Day
program where I was attracted to the agriculture major MSU offered," Stackens
said. "I really liked the University."
Cook's team often has to deal with
questions regarding Murray State's relatively low African-American enrollment.
African-American students constitute

only 6 percent of the student body, the
same percentage as international student
enrollment.
"I think we have to push other benefits
of the University," Cook said. "Six percent
in their minds is tiny, especially for students from Chicago and Louisville. We
show them that MSU is respected and that
they will get a great education here
regardless."
Stackens said she is comfortable with
the percentage of African-American students here and she does not really want
much more.
Leanne Harvey, senior from Lawrenceburg, also felt comfortable attending a
university with few African-American

DVDs:
Players fly off
local store's shelves
from Page 1
stock. A single-disc player now costs as little as
$179 there. Milligan said a player that cost $400
when they first sold about three years ago would
now cost $250.
DVD players are available for as little as $114 at
Wai-Mart. Darrin Elbro, electronics department
manager, said the same player cost $139 six
months ago.
"When we start carrying DVO players that will
record to a blank disc like the VCR, I think that
will pretty well be the end of the VCR," he said.
Robert Vaught, Movie World owner, said his
rental store saw a jump in DVD rentals after
Christmas time. In the past three months, the

The Murray Stat e News
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students.
"1 came here because we heard MSU
was the second highest academic school in
Kentucky." Harvey said. "The small percentage of African-Americans didn't really bother me. 1grew up with a lot of white
people- that's how my school was."
Yet Owens, who is a member of Cook's
recruitment and retention team, said
being a minority in college does affect
some prospective students.
"Some students come from predominantly African-American schools and they
feel less comfortable here," Owens said.
''When it comes to recruiting AfricanAmerican high school seniors, it's our job
to let them know it's an environment they

store stocked about 300 more DVDs, bringing the
total inventory to more than 700.
"The DVD rental is very strong right now due
to the players given at Christmas time," Vaught
said.
DVDs are significantly cheaper for rental stores
to purchase than VHS tapes. Vaught said he pays
about $20 for a DVD, versus about $70 for a VHS
tape.
Blockbuster has more than 60 DVDs. Store
manager Becky Smith said it is more difficult as a
franchise to stock the discs.
"I guess (the Blockbuster franchise) didn't think
it was going to catch on in Kentucky like it did,"
she said.
Katie Odorizzi, senior from Collinsville, lll.,
said she caught the DVD craze because her roommates have one, but she has yet to buy her own
player.
"I think I'm going to let that be a present for my
birthday or Christmas," she said. "I don't want to
fork over that much money when l have a VCR
anyway."

can grow in."
Several students suggested the University must grow in order to become a more
diverse community.
"I think Murray could do a better job of
offering African-American programs,
even though it's not a predominantly
African-American school," Joanna Cooper, junior from Springfield, said. "And we
really need more African-American faculty members."
Harvey said she was disappointed that
the advertising campaigns of the University failed to show the diversity it claims
to foster.
"The commercials don't show ~ny
African-Americans in them," Harvey said.

SPENCER:
Racer forward said he wants
to focus on rest of season
from Pap 1
long and impressive list: two first-team All-QVC
selections, preseason Co-OVC Player of the Year this
year, MVP of the Sooner Holiday Classic in 1998 and a
school record for season field-goal percentage with
63.3 in the 1997-98 season- which was fourth in the
nation that year.
Spencer was also part of the 1997 MSU Intramural
Championship team with former Racers Aubrey
Reese, Rod Murray and Ray Cunningham when they
were unable to play on the varsity team because of
Proposition 48.
Despite Spencer's numerous accomplishments, individual statistics are not the most important thing to
him.

;;.; u;,;ti;.;-~~ l
This couPOn eood for

"I just haven't sat down and contemplated all of the
accomplishments," Spencer said. "I'm just trying to
keep the focus on this season and our chances of win- :
ning a conference title."
Spencer has been one of the most feared players fox:
the Racers the last four seasons, drawing constant dou~
ble and triple teams from opponents. But while the best
players on many teams draw ire from opposing coaches, Spencer's opponents rarely have complaints.
"Isaac Spencer wins with character,'' Anderson said.
"He's a great competitor on the floor, but he plays with ·
passion for his teammates and his opponents too. Not
many guys can say that. Guys like that just come along
every so often."
·
While the ups and downs of this season were predicted because of the team's youth, Spencer would like
to complete his career at Murray State with an OVC
title.
''We' re in a tough position now," Spencer said.
"There's still the OVC and possibly the NCAA Tournament, so we still have chances to accomplish our goals
for this season."
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1roPE's Puff n ~ Stuff 1
1
Contemporary Smoking Needs
1
Black Lights
Clip this coupon
I
I Smoking
Accessories
tor 10% off
anything
1
I
apestnes
storewide
1
Posters
Offer good from Feb. 9 - 23
1
...
228 Broadway, Paducah
.· ·•
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What's More
Romantic
than a Rose and
as Beautiful as
Fine Jewelry?

" If they want to recruit more AfricanAmerican people, they need to show them
being involved on campus."
Owens, who is also a peer advocate for
Project Success, a mentoring program' for
African-American freshmen, acknowl:
edges the need for activities and organizations for African-American students.
••
"We always need more programs,".
Owens said . "The African-American Stu;
dent Council is great, but we're working
on making the activities here stronger." :
Cook agreed with the students and said.
the University needed to continue to ere-·
ate an environment that would be com:
forting to people who share the same con-.
cerns.
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Jlowers Jor All Occasions

ray

Ta nning & Storage Rental

!M.s'll Stutfents
I 0% discount off tannine Packaees.
lotions. and swimwear with MSU 1.0.

Hours

Moo. ·'nus.
8 a.m.-l 0 P.m.

812 Whitnell Drive
Murray

Ri. & Sat.
8

It's truly the ideal
marriage of
romance and
beauty...an
American Red
rose dipped in 24
karat gold that lasts
a lifetime and will
express your love and
devotion.

a.m.· 9

753-3333

P.m.

t
Don't forget to order fJOUr
flowers eari!JI

!3el tclir

Center

Bl6 &PPII (All

This

Day, give a gift
that stands out
as a symbol of your
feelings of love.
Give a 24K Gold
Rose ... and watch
your romance
bloom.

lerring Ne•i11n food, Dell
landwkhe1 & (old Beer

$6000

llfdlen Now Open IJnftiiiOO p&

~IJ -

J.T. LEE, Jeweler
Whtre Yo11r /dens Thm to Gold

~

~

1304 F Chestnut Street
Murr1y, KY 42071
759-1141
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•Formal Hairstyles start at only $25~
Shampoo, Cut & Style $15-women • $11-men
MSU Students-10% off

• Win a FREE haircut! •
On Feb. 17, Family Haircare will give away 5
FREE haircuts at Dawahares
-many area businesses will also be donating prizes

Tanya and Jana now accepting appointments forformaloccasions.

•
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